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ABSTRACT

This dissertation deals with the themes of death and
recognition in three of Moliere's works: the comedy (or
tragi-comedy) Dom Juan and two comedies-ballets, George
Dandin and Le Malade imaginaire.

In addition to the theme

of death, it examines the comic elements and conventions of
these plays, particularly those elements that could be seen
as more tragic than comic. The discussion of Dom Juan goes
beyond the usual treatments of hypocrisy and mauvaise foi
to focus on the literal death represented in the comedy and
how it connects with the characters need for recognition.

In the two comedies-ballets, it looks at the role of the
ballet interludes and how their inclusion or omission
alters the possible interpretations of death.

In the case

of George Dandin, we will see that there is quite a
significant difference when these interludes are omitted.
To George Dandin and Le Malade imaginaire, is added a
discussion of the genre of the comedie-ballet and its role
in the development of French theatre and French baroque
opera.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Throughout Moliere's work, there is a sense of and a search
for balance.

Moliere inhabits the space where opposites

knit together:
illusion.

the tragic with the comic, reality with

In exploring this space and exploring how and

where these opposites interplay, Moliere dramatically
broadens the possibilities for what "comedy" and the
"comic" can mean.

He stretches and redefines the

conventional boundaries of comedy.

In his redesigned

theatre, comedy may include tragic events, such as Dandin's
ill-matched marriage, or even death, as in Dom Juan.

At

times, it may breed comic events such as Sganarelle's woes
over lost wages.

His comedic characters do not live in a

black and white, cut and dry world.

His audiences and

readers experience a rupture with convention and form as
life's realities mesh.

This dissertation deals primarily with exploring the theme
of death in Moliere's works.

Although death may receive

passing mention, there are only three plays in which it is
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most prominently illustrated:

the comedy (or tragi-comedy)

Dom Juan (1665) and two comedies-ballets, George Dandin
(1668)and Le Malade imaginaire (1673).

The discussion will

focus on how death, the most tragic of life events may
indeed share space in a comedic setting unbound from the
strict and rigid structure of traditional tragedy.

Death

connects to issues of recognition, such as, the desire to
be recognized as someone of importance and influence.

The

discussion will also consider the issue of continuity in
each of the three comedies.

I t is important to examine the

theme of death as it appears in these plays because it
clearly illustrates the breadth of Moliere's comic vision.
David Shaw discusses the comic endings in Moliere and at
what point the playwright bends or breaks comic traditions.
However, he does not go as far as to examine the theme of
death and what this break with convention might signify.

I n addition to an examination of the theme of death as
evidence of a broadened definition of what might be
acceptable comedic content, one must consider how the
inclusion or omission of the ballet interludes alters the
possible interpretations of death.
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In the case of George

Dandin, for instance, there is a significant difference in
interpretation when these interludes are omitted.

In Le

Malade imaginaire, the omission of the interludes does not
serve to elucidate or obfuscate questions regarding death;
however, they do raise new questions and add to the
complexity of Argan's feelings and fears regarding death
and his own mortality.

Before disscussing George Dandin

and Le Malade imaginaire, it is important to clarify the
structure of the comedie-ballet as a genre, its role in the
development of French theatre, and the beginnings of French
baroque opera.

Such a discussion stresses the importance

of studying Moliere's comedies-ballets as whole entities
instead of ignoring the musical interludes in favor of
strictly textual analysis.

It also warns against

disregarding the plays in favor of an analysis of the
interludes divorced of their textual counterparts, as is
most commonly found in current critical treatments of the
various comedies-ballet.

Musicologists in particular, tend

to focus on the musical interludes as a means of examining
evolving trends in the musical tastes of the time.

Claude

Abraham's study on the structure of the comedie-ballet is
considered to be a definitive work.

However, his study is
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an overview of the structure and relationship between
musical interlude and dramatic text, leaving the need to
examine individual comedies-ballets in greater depth.

Moliere wrote his comedies primarily as forms of
entertainment.

W. G. Moore, one of Moliere's most

insightful modern critics, opens up a new perspective as he
points out that Moliere was first an actor and a dramatist
and that it is from this point that further research and
criticism of Moliere's work should be based.

Moore expands

the possibilities of what Moliere's comic vision might be
and what it might include, reminding his readers that it
was as an actor that Moliere was known to his
contemporaries.

I n his words, �it was as such that he was

first, and chiefly, known.

It was for acting rather than

for reading that he composed his plays" (Moliere: A New

Criticism, 27).

Moore outlines a new way of approaching

the plays by looking at several key elements of Moliere's
development as an actor and dramatist.

I n particular, he

discusses mime, mask, speech, scene, and stage.
his analysis does not focus on specific works.

However,
He simply

lays the foundation upon which his suggestions and
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perspectives may be applied in deeper studies of Moliere's
plays on an individual basis.

Taking my impetus from Moore's view that Moliere was first
an actor, the discussion here will concentrate only on
those plays and elements relelvant to the theme of death.
Extant literary criticism does not go far enough into this
area, and overlooks completely the presence of death in
these plays.

Critical treatment of the theme of

recognition in Guicharnaud, Ferreyrolles, Gossman, Malachy,
and others does not go so far as to include the role of
death in the desire to be recognized by the various
characters (Dom Juan, Dandin, Argan). As Gossman points
out, "None of Moliere's comic characters escapes some form
of vanity, all seek to be recognized by someone" (232).
However, he sees Dandin's suicide as the "only remedy" for
his troubles

"Irremediably caught up in the spiral of his

own false aspirations... George really has only one way
out"(l62).

Gossman stops short of considering Dandin's

suicide threat as another turn in that spiral of false
aspirations.

The relationship between the themes of death

and of recognition are never touched on.

Guicharnaud's
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arguments, for instance, center on Dom Juan with no mention
of George Dandin or Le Malade imaginaire.

The critical

dialogue ignores the threat or potentiality of death as an
extension of the characters' desire and search for
recognition. David Shaw is the only critic to even address
how the presence of the theme of death relates to the
conventions of the time.

Moliere was concerned primarily with his own vision of what
his plays should be and how they should be presented rather
than working within the limits and conventions of his time.
Moore mentions the dramatist's failure as a tragic actor,
noting that he preferred a more "natural" style of acting
to the noble themes and stilted speech of tragedy 1 •

Also

as a playwright, Moliere found greater success with his
comedies than with his brief attempt at penning tragedies.
However, despite the greater freedom of expression one
finds in comedy, Moliere continually pushed these limits in
search of the best possible expression of his vision.
1 Moore speaks not only of Moliere's support and use of a "new and
natural diction", but also of his style of acting. "Whereas the
dominant tradition of his day insisted on declamation as the mark of
good acting, Moliere seems from the first to have essayed something...
much nearer mimicry. It is referred to... as "naturel", "naif";
"justesse", "observe avec exactitude"...He used the full comic tradition
of ordinary gesture and situation" (A New Criticism, 29-30).
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Given the themes and the various ways in which they are
presented in his work, it would seem obvious that to try to
apply boundaries would be futile.

After all, for there to

be balance, there must be present a measure of opposing
forces.

Even taking the broadest definitions of "comedy"

and "comic" seems to put limits on Moliere's work.

More to

the point, it limits the ability to learn everything
possible about his vision and how deep and rich that vision
truly is.

Approaching the plays as what they were intended

to be, that is, entertainment designed to be seen, heard
and performed, one must examine what potentially tragic
elements add to the comedic effect.

The question of how

they enhance or alter the reception of these works as
comedies or as comic must be asked and answered.

Moliere

as an actor must have known that what an audience gets out
of a line, or a scene, or a performance is not determined
by the text alone.

There must be balance -- all the

elements must work together, combine in just the right
measure, to form a meaningful whole.

Each play presents a

new context, a new situation, in which themes such as death
may be addressed in a variety of ways in order to achieve
this balance.
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Dom Juan, George Dandin, and Le Malade imaginaire exhibit
three very different treatments of death.

Dom Juan dies on

stage, and the decision to represent his violent descent
into Hell onstage, instead of reporting it, is very unusual
considering the strict conventions and bienseances of the
seventeenth century.

Certainly, comedy, as a genre, did

not have such strict regulations, as did tragedy.
Traditionally, ordinary speech and gesture could be used in
comedy, while in tragedy the language was formal and
stilted.

In addition, there was no death in comedy, on

stage or off.

Even in tragedy, violent death was normally

reported on stage by messengers, rarely was it depicted
before the audience.

Death was never considered to be a

part of the happy ending, which one expected in comedy.
George Dandin ends with its main character, for whom the
play is named, suggesting that he is contemplating suicide:
le meilleur parti qu'on puisse prendre, c'est de
s'aller jeter dans l'eau la tete la premiere2 •

There is no direct mention in the text as to Dandin's true
intention, nor to how serious this allusion to suicide is.
2

All quotes from George Dandin, Dom Juan, and Le Malade imaginaire have
been taken from the Couton edition of Moliere's complete works. See
bibliography for further details.
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If it is a serious threat, it does not indicate whether or
not he carries out the threat to "throw himself into the
river head first.".

As this is a com�die-ballet, it is

possible that the interludes provide or suggest answers.
In performances for the court, George Dandin was staged
with ballet and music interludes preceding act one, between
each act, and after Dandin's final line.

However, once the

play was staged for the general public, more often than not
these interludes were omitted, drastically changing the
tone of the play's final line and outcome.
In the context of the story, George Dandin is a wealthy
farmer who finds himself married to a woman who not only
does not love him, but who maliciously sets out to cuckold
and humiliate him at every turn.

It is irrelevant whether

or not one sympathizes with his situation.

It is

irrelevant whether or not one disdains the ambition that
led him to "buy" a noble wife, and therefore sees his
character as having received no less than he deserved.

It

is very relevant to question how his predicament is comic,
especially the allusion to suicide in his final remark.
The text, taken alone, provides little answer.

Approaching
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this question from an actor or director's perspective, the
task of answering it becomes far more interesting.

When analyzed as a play, minus its musical interludes, the
"comic-ness" of Dandin's threat to throw himself in the
river "la t�te la premiere" depends entirely on that line
and how the actor chooses to deliver it.

The text alone is

too ambiguous to give the reader any sense of what Dandin
is truly planning.

There is no certainty as to whether his

verbal expression is an acceptance of his life and his
choices or a voiced intent to end the life he has chosen
yet finds intolerable.

However, with the inclusion of

music and ballet, staged as a complete comedie-ballet,
there are more clues for the audience and the reader.

As a

result, a happier, or at least less disturbing conclusion
may be drawn, and the tone of the play is significantly
lightened.

Perhaps the key to understanding Moliere's comic vision
lies in the examination of how dispiriting situations or
tragic elements (a bad mariage, death, old-age and illness)
can be comic.
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Scholars such as Moore, J. D. Hubert, Alvin

Eustis have addressed the presence of the tragic in the
comedies of Moliere.

Though they have discussed and

theorized about Moliere's conception of the comic, the
question of how sinister or bleak situations are comic
remains.

Moore warns us not to judge Moliere's works,

particularly Dom Juan and George Dandin, as more tragic
than comic.

Rather, he contemplates "whether Moliere's

comic vision did not include the tragic and the sinister
and the bitter" (A New Criticism, 24).

The challenge for a

playwright, director or actor is to explore how to present
aspects of life in such a way as to render them comic or
entertaining.

There is little about suicide that is comic

or funny, but it is possible to take that idea and set it
in a theatrical context in such a way as to enhance the
comic potential.
The ballet interludes of George Dandin juxtapose pastoral
images of love-lorn shepherds and shepherdesses frolicking
in the meadows with the harsher realities of farm life and
unrequited love.

The interludes do temper Dandin's last

remark, leading the audience to believe that he is going to
drown his sorrows in wine rather than drown himself in the
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river.

They also mirror the artificiality of the play

itself, but this will be addressed more specifically in the
discussion of the individual plays.

In the case of George

Dandin, the musical and ballet interludes were omitted when
presented for the public at the Palais Royal.

Omitting

these interludes was not uncommon in performances of
Moliere's comedies-ballets.

Their ommission in public

performance was either for purely economic reasons, as Joan
Crow suggests, or possibly because they were seen as non
crucial elements of the whole work.

I t is important to

address this dual mode of performance, both with and
without the interludes, as it alters the perception and
role of death in the work.

They may have been considered

to be non-crucial by some at the time, but they are crucial
to the interpretation of the theme of death.

The

discussion in Chapter 2 will detail the comedie-ballet and
its history, and illustrate how music and ballet came
together with the dramatic text to form a cohesive whole.

Critics such as Abraham, Auld, and Hall have observed
Moliere's desire for creative freedom to explore the genre
of comedy and to discover all that "comedy n might
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Part of this exploration reveals itself as a

encompass.

mixture of convention and innovation.

David Shaw examines

five theatrical conventions that Moliere, in most cases,
respects:

the restoration of order; the resolution or

"happy ending" which was usually indicated by one, if not
multiple, marriages; a recognition or "belated revelation
of some unsuspected identity or relationship which opens up
the way to the happy marriage";

the large number of

characters on stage for the final scene to create the
impression of completeness; and the addressing of final
lines directly to the audience (Shaw,130}.

In both Dom

Juan and George Dandin, Moliere completely ignores the
conventional marriage ending as well as that of having as
many characters as possible on stage at the end.

Three

characters are present at the beginning of the final scene
in Dom Juan.

At the end of the scene Sganarelle is alone

for the delivery of the closing -lines, where he bemoans his
lost wages and bleak future:
Ah! Mes gages, mes gages! voila par sa mort un
chacun satisfait: Ciel offense, lois violees, filles
seduites, familles deshonorees, parents outrages,
femmes mises a mal, maris pousses a bout, tout le
monde est content. Il n'y a que moi seul malheureux.
Mes gages, mes gages! (V.6)
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Dandin also finds himself on stage alone for his closing
remark:
Ah! Je le quitte maintenant, et je n'y vois plus de

remede; lorsqu'on a, comme moi, epouse une mechante
femme, le meilleur parti qu'on puisse prendre, c'est
de s'aller jeter dans l'eau la tete la premiere
(III. 8)

Both cases involve final scenes with very little real
finality and with no happy ending, no crowded stage, no
joyous marriage celebration.

Even with Sganarelle's claim

that he alone is unhappy, it is hard to believe that Dorn
Juan's death has resolved everything and left everyone else
happy and content.

I f a large number of characters on

stage indicates completeness and a sharing of closure, good
fortune and happiness, it stands to reason that a dispersal
of characters at the end would signal a sad ending or lack
of resolution, or signal a misfortune of which these other
characters want no part.

Dom Juan's death itself breaks another tradition, as
characters in a comedy do not die.

On the one hand, his

death replaces the typical marriage as resolution, however
tenuous that resolution may be, but on the other, in
replacing one convention, it breaks another.
14

Not only does

he die, he is dragged into Hell to a violent and dramatic
death for all the audience to see. This was unheard of in
the theatre of the time regardless of genre.

As mentioned

earlier, even in tragedy death was normally reported to the
audience and other characters on stage.

An examination of

the theme of death in this particular play is important
also because in this instance, unlike the other two, death
is the necessary vehicle by which order is restored.

No

other intervention can accomplish this feat, nor can any
sort of resolution be attained without the death of Dom
Juan.

The convention must be broken in order for the play

to truly work as a whole.

The convention of the "happy ending" is part of the
enjoyment of comedy.

It is in seeing that which is so

rarely obtained in reality: obstacles are overcome, lovers
are united, fortunes are restored, and bad guys are
punished.

The convention serves to bring closure to the

whole of the work, tying up any and all loose ends.
Moliere does provide his audience with a fair share of
happy endings, allowing a sense of contentment in the
audience and the knowledge that for the characters in the
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context of the play, if not in reality, all is right with
the world.

However, in the cases of Dom Juan and George

Dandin the convention is broken to varying degrees.

The

resolution, such as it is, thinly veils a sense of
continuity and a reality that suggests that all is not as
well as one would like to believe.

In the case of George

Dandin, this ambiguity leaves the doubt that perhaps all is
less well than when the curtain came up.

Audience and

reader alike are left questioning what happens to these
characters after the curtain falls and what the rest of the
story is.

In Sganarelle's last speech, he claims that he is the only
character left to an unhappy future, everyone else involved
has satisfaction for the wrongs perpetrated against them
and are now content.

This "resolution" is more ambiguous

than it at first appears to be.

To accept Sganarelle's

claim that the others are happy, still leaves doubts about
his future.

However, over the course of the play, he has

shown himself to be clever and resourceful.

An audience

might well be inclined to dismiss his cries over lost wages
as comic relief on the part of the author or a ploy for
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pity on the part of the character and to conclude that such
a clever valet would certainly find new employ with little
trouble.

From a more academic standpoint, the character

type of Sganarelle and his Commedia origins, leads to more
serious doubts that this character faces depression and
financial ruin.

The audience and reader have more

certainty that he will somehow ingratiate himself to a new
master and once again be in the position in which he was at
the beginning of the play:

servant and master, trickster

and fool, enjoying his wages and his tobacco.

This is

further supported by his recurrence in other plays by
Moliere 3 •

From all prior encounters, it is known that he

is particularly clever at scheming to get money.

There

exists a sort of resolution masked in the lack thereof and
a sense of continuity:

he may be servant to a new master,

but otherwise little has changed in his life and in
himself.

For all his cleverness, Sganarelle has learned

nothing from his master's demise.

Despite his warnings to

Dom Juan and his disapproval of certain of his master's
behaviors, Sganarelle is not reformed; his primary concern
3

Sganarelle, as a character name, appears in seven of Moliere's plays.
These plays in chronological order are: Le medecin volant, Sganarelle,
ou le Cocu imaginaire, L'Ecole des maris, Le Mariage force, Dom Juan,
L'Amour medecin, and Le Medecin malgre lui.
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remains himself and his livelihood.

Even his warnings can

be seen as self-preservation or at least the preservation
of his source of income rather than any Christian concern
for Dom Juan's soul.

Sganarelle's future aside, the issue of how Dom Juan's
deeds affect the other characters remains to be addressed
along with the issue of what happens to them if we do not
accept Sganarelle's claim.

There is no evidence to support

his belief that everyone else is content.

They may be

satisfied that Dom Juan has been punished for his sins.
However, it is doubtful that they are truly content or
happy.

Done Elvire, Dom Juan's most recently jilted lover,

finds some solace in religion and says that Heaven has
removed the anger and hatred that she felt for Dom Juan,
but admits that her life will be dedicated to doing penance
for the passion she felt for him:
Le Ciel a banni de mon ame toutes ces indignes
ardeurs que je sentais pour vous, tous ces transports
tumultueux d'un attachement criminel, tous ces
honteux emportements d'un amour terrestre et
grossier... je ne demande qu'assez de vie pour pouvoir
expier la faute que j'ai faite, et meriter, par une
austere penitence, le pardon de l'aveuglement ou
m'ont plongee les transports d'une passion
condamnable {IV.6)
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Done Elvire goes on to express pain at the thought of the
future Dom Juan faces should he not repent, and warns him
that Heaven will not allow him to continue the life he
currently leads.

Her pain is evident throughout the above

cited scene and there is no evidence that his death
provides her a happy ending.

Likewise, Dom Louis, Dom

Juan's father, expresses pain, anger and shame at his son's
life, stating that he only hopes to be cleansed of the
shame that he bears for having fathered such a son:
Mais sache, fils indigne, que la tendresse
paternelle est poussee a bout par tes actions,
que je saurai, plus tot que tu ne penses, mettre
une borne ates dereglements, prevenir sur toi le
courroux du Ciel, et laver par ta punition la
honte de t'avoir fait naitre (IV.4)
Whatever happiness Dom Louis feels after his last meeting
with Dom Juan in Act 5 is a product of Dom Juan's
hypocrisy, an illusion that surely will be broken upon news
of his son's death.
There is a lack of true resolution, at least in the comic
sense of a happy ending, masked by Sganarelle's final
remark.

Even Monsieur Dimanche, the wealthy merchant to

whom Dom Juan owed money, never receives payment of that
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debt except the seductive but empty words of Dom Juan.
Again, there is a sense of continuity; their shame,
embarrassment, and pain go on.

Little in them has changed.

Dorn Juan is dead, but the concepts of greed, hypocrisy,
libertinism, and materialism are still alive in the world.

As for George Dandin, the continuity is obvious in all but
Dandin's case.

Once again, Moliere breaks the convention

of the happy ending.

The allusion to suicide in Dandin's

closing speech makes this one of Moliere's most
disconcerting and ambiguous endings.

While the musical

interludes lighten the gravity of the speech, they do not
completely resolve the ambiguity.

As Dandin is drawn into

the dance in the final interlude, the audience can believe
that he is going off to drown himself in a river of wine
and retreat from his unhappy existence into a pastoral
fantasy.

However, in many cases these interludes were not

included in performances of this work.

The audience has no

clear sense of what Dandin will do without the musical
interludes, what his future holds.

This ambiguity is

perhaps the gravest breach of comic convention yet.

The

possibility of Dandin's suicide at the fall of the curtain
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proves a most difficult element to reconcile in the context
of comedy.

To interpret Dandin's last line as an expression of real
intent of suicide would be breaking ranks, on Moliere's
part, with his own convention of continuity of character.
It goes directly against Crow's idea that characters in
Moliere do not fundamentally change.

For Dandin to commit

suicide there would be a break in the continuity of his
character.

From the beginning of the play the audience has

watched him attempt unsuccessfully to escape his unhappy
marriage by setting ineffectual "traps" for his wife.

The

ballet interludes uphold this sense of continuity by
leading the audience to believe that Dandin does not kill
himself.

The also suggest that his life and the behavior

of his wife and in-laws will continue unchanged.

Joan Crow discusses several points in evidence that even
without the ballet interludes Dandin's threat of suicide is
an empty one.

Her argument hinges on the familiarity of

Dandin's situation and the theme of "le mal-mari�. "

She

points to earlier texts that cast marriage in a negative
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light, in some cases equating marriage with suicide 4•
These precedents, where Crow finds not only a familiar
situation to Dandin's but similar remarks to his closing
speech, transform Dandin from a "solitary, near-tragic
figure [to] one of many legendary characters" (9).
According to her, this removes some of Dandin's isolation,
making him part of a long tradition and therefore takes
away any chance of this speech being a serious threat on
Dandin's part.

It also reinforces, for Crow and for David

Shaw, Dandin's weakness and mediocrity.

Shaw cites

Dandin's mediocrity, seen throughout the play, as being the
primary reason for not believing that he will carry out his
threat of suicide.

"Unoriginal to the end, Dandin is thus

expressing his impotence in a more or less proverbial
wisdom rather than stating a personal intention" (Shaw,
139)

I t can also be argued that the only interpretation of
Dandin's speech is as a declaration of intent.

According

to this other side of the Dandin suicide debate, one must
conclude that when Dandin leaves the stage and the curtain
4 Crow cites Juvenal's Sixth Satire where he advises a friend that
there are easier ways o f committing suicide than getting married (8).
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falls, he is going to the river to carry out this decision.
Yet this leaves out the issues of traditional comic
resolution and continuity.

Certainly for the other

characters, there is a resolute continuity, since for them,
nothing changes.

In fact, they would have a more

satisfying resolution if Dandin did carry out this threat.
Doing so would rid them of this rustic, ineffective husband
and son-in-law whose only real attraction is his money.
Moliere leaves Dandin's resolution in the hands of the
audience and the reader.

Similar to Sganarelle's position

at the end of Dorn Juan, one finds a mixture of resolution
and non-resolution, the one masking the other and
preventing any possibility that the comic convention of the
happy ending will be respected and kept in tact.

Like a

three-dimensional hologram, what one sees depends on the
angle from which the situation is approached.

However,

regardless of the angle, all of the elements are still
there, the resolution, the lack of resolution, the tragic,
the comic, the contradictions and the balance.

Though the

most disconcerting, George Dandin is not the only comedy in
which Moliere presents potentially tragic situations.
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In Le Malade imaginaire, the theme of death is more
prominent than in the two previously mentioned works,
although no death actually occurs.

Argan, the main

character, is trying to escape the reality of human
mortality and growing old.

As Peter Nurse points out in

his introduction to a 1965 edition of the play, "such a
situation is... potentially tragic, but all depends upon the
perspective adopted by the dramatist" (31).
menaced by his own mortality.

Argan is

He wishes not only to avoid

death at any cost, but also to avoid his fears of death, of
illness and of old age.

His hypochondria and medical

hyper-vigilance are to him the cross and holy water that
will keep death at bay.

Le Malade imaginaire does have a more traditional ending
for a comedy despite the over-riding theme of death.

Argan

has given his blessing on the marriage of his daughter
Angelique to Cleante, and the final ballet interlude closes
with the grand ceremony where Argan becomes a doctor, or at
least he believes he does.

Moliere delivers pomp,

pageantry, many characters on stage to celebrate, song, and
dance.
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The audience has its resolution, its happy ending;

however, it is possible that this happy ending is merely
illusion.

Considering Crow's assertion that there are no

conversions in Moliere, that his characters never deviate
from their nature or their type, the accepted happy
resolution in Le Malade imaginaire creates new problems.
If Argan has not changed, one is left wondering how his
fears will manifest themselves now that he believes himself
to be a doctor.

As in Dom Juan and George Dandin, the question centers
around one character, in this case, Argan.
and Dandin, he is a character type.

Like Sganarelle

In addition, the

continuity of this character type tempers somewhat the
resolution, not so much for the other characters as for
Argan himself.

He goes from being an old hypochondriac who

is terrified of death and old age, to a medical doctor.

He

trades one illusion -- hypochondria -- for another -
belief that he has medical training.

As his brother,

Beralde, informs Angelique, it is all an illusion.
Les comediens ont fait un petit intermede de la
reception d'un medecin, avec des danses et de la
musique; je veux que mon frere y fasse le premier
personnage (III.14) .
Not only is it illusion, it is theatre.
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I f Argan does indeed trade the one illusion for the other,
that is, if he exchanges hypochondria for the belief that
he has become a doctor, and therefore can cure himself, it
must be determined how he will proceed from this point
forward.

In one sense, Argan's character does not

fundamentally change.

He is not really a medical doctor;

he cannot really cure anything.

This new illusion still

masks the same fears he harbored at the beginning of the
play.

It is safe to assume that he will continue to be

hyper vigilant concerning his health.

Accordingly, it is

improbable that he will suddenly, magically abandon his
fears without ever dealing with them.

He can perhaps cope

better with life, death, and aging, but there is no
evidence that these fears are completely eradicated.

The

resolution remains more desirable than true for the
audience and for Argan.

It corroborates Northrop Frye's

observation that "Happy endings do not impress us as true,
but as desirable, and they are brought about by
manipulation" (170).

I n the course of this study, I intend to provide a glimpse
of how rich and complex Moliere's comic vision must have
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been, and the various avenues he explored in searching for
the best, most appropriate, and most authentic expression
of that vision.

This includes the need to break with

convention on occasion in order to bring about resolution
or to create the illusion of resolution, and going so far
as to include death, the most tragic of human events.

In

studying each play more closely and the then-emerging genre
of the comedie-ballet, the discussion herein will delve
further into Moliere's knitting-together space and the
interplay of apparent contradictions and search for
balance, in theatre and in life, as seen in the use of
death as a theme in Dom Juan, George Dandin, and Le Malade
imaginaire.

The question of how the different, potentially

tragic situations in Moliere's plays -- suicide, death,
growing old -- can be comic is the point of entry into a
rabbit-hole that leads to a world in which "it" is and "it"
is not.

It leads to a world of ultimate contradiction

where "it" can signify a character, a line, a scene, an
act, a gesture, or an entire work, and what "it" "is" and
"isn't" might be happy, comic, funny, tragic, real,
illusion, resolved, converted, transformed, or unchanged.
This inherent ambiguity is why Moliere continues to
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entrance and elude and enlighten and, above all, entertain
audiences, critics, students, and scholars alike.
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Chapter 2
The Comedie-ba11et and the Presence of Music in
French Theatre

In this chapter, my discussion will serve to give a general
background on the genre of the comedie-ballet, and on the
major contributors to its creation.

Critics such as

Therese Malachy, Rene Pommier, N. A. Peacock, treat the
comedies-ballets as comedies, focusing their analyses on
the dramatic text only.

Musicologists, on the other hand,

tend to examine only the musical scores.

I intend to show

how word and music came to be integrated into the new
genre.

I also wish to dwell on how the theme of death is

altered in Le Malade imaginaire and especially in George

Dandin when the musical interludes are omitted.
Accordingly, it is important to understand how these
comedies-ballet were performed in the seventeenth century,
how text came to be divorced from musical score, and what
happens to the themes of the play in the process.

Moliere began his theatre career in 164 3 when he, Madelaine
Bejart, and a group of their friends officially formed the
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I llustre T heatre 5 •

It was a humble beginning for Jean-

Baptiste Poquelin (Molie re), then only twenty-one years
old.

T he troupe performed tragedies by T ristan l'Hermite

and Magnon, among others .

T he vicissitudes of life in the

theatre finally led them to dissolve the Illustre T heatre
and leave Paris for the provinces.

It would be twelve

years before Molie re would add playwriting to his
contributions to the troupe .

His first comedy L ' Etourdi ou

les Con tre temps was performed in 16 5 5.

I n 16 5 8 , under the patronage of the King's brother and
under the name "la T roupe du Monsieur, frere du Roi, " the
troupe returned to Paris to perform the tragedy Nicomede as
well as Molie re's comedy Le Doc teur amoureux for the King,
the Queen Mother, and the court.

Once again, Molie re and

his fellow actors were installed in Paris 6 , sharing the
Moliere and company of ficially formed the Illustre Theatre in 1 6 4 3 on
1 3 June . The theatre opened its doors on 1 January 1 64 4 under the
patronage of Gaston d'Orleans (Chevalley, Album thea tre cl assique, 4 7 ).
Many scholars consider 1 6 58 as the real beginning of Moliere's
career. Certainly the period preceding 1 658 can be seen as preparatory
to his years in Paris honing his skills as actor , manager , and author.
Knutson settles the dilemma by simply stating in A Tri umph of Wi t that
it is the beginning of his Paris career ( 4 ) . It is with the troupe's
return to Paris and their patronage by the King's brother that we see
more permanence though the name of the troupe and the roster of actors
will change over time. Chevalley includes complete rosters by season
in Moliere en son temps on page 381. These rosters cover the years
1 6 58- 1 673.
5
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theatre of the Petit Bourbon with the Italian troupe.
Though they continued performing tragedies , it is the
comedies of Moliere that brought the troupe the greatest
acclaim and financial success.
Moliere wrote and brought to the stage his first comedie
ballet , Les Facheux , in 1 6 6 1.

It was a comedy "entrecoupee

de musique et de danse en un melange ' nouveau pour nos
theatres'" (Chevalley , Moliere en son temps, 1 3 8 } .

Three

years later , on 2 9 January , Le Mariage force was per formed
for the first time at the Louvre , marking the first of
Moliere's collaborations with composer Jean-Baptiste
Lully7 .

The King honored the presentation by participating

in one of the ballet interludes.

Georges Dandin and Le

Malade imaginaire were first performed 1 8 July 1 6 6 8 and 1 0
February 1 67 3 respectively.

Chevalley writes that "cette

comedie -- cette farce plut6t -- est enrobee de la fa9on la
plus ingenieuse dans des recits chantes et de nombreuses
entrees de ballet" (Moliere, 1 87 ) .

1

Actually, Moliere collaborated -- in a loose sense of the term -
with Lully on the Impromp t u de Versa illes in 1 6 63 . The King requested
Moliere to add an improvised dramatic piece to a musical
divertissemen t that was already being prepared by Lul ly to entertain
the court .
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It was not the first time music that had played a part in
secular theatre.

Most significantly, in the two preceding

centuries, chansons were commonly inserted at the beginning
or ending of a play or at some appropriate point in the
action .

Very rarely did these chansons have anything to do

with the action of the play and more often than not, they
were sung a d l ibi t um by the actor who might sing whatever
ditty came to mind.

Consequently, the chansons might

differ greatly from one performance to the next.

In

addition, as Howard Brown points out, "all of the chansons
positively identified as having been performed in secular
plays are found in miscellaneous collections of songs quite
unrelated to dramatic literature" ( 9 5 ) .

Brown discusses

this subject in great depth in his book Mu s i c in the Fren ch

Secul a r Th ea tre .

For the present discussion, it suffices

to look briefly at the ways in which chansons were used in
the secular theatre before Moliere's life .

Brown lists

four specific ways in which chansons were used : first, at
the beginning of a play a character is often singing and
frequently the ensuing dialogue has no connection to the
initial musical interlude.
a play.
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Second, a chanson may conclude

In this case, the song is generally introduced by

Such

some stereotyped phrase or sung ad lib by the actors.

a chanson had nothing to do with the play proper ; i t was
simply a convenient way to end the performance .

Third, the

general rule as to the use of chansons was that singing
should only occur where i t would occur in reali ty .
Likewise, they should be sung only by characters who might
sing in reali ty (for example, . a tradesman singing to
himself as he works ) .

Finally, a number of chansons appear

in plays as interrupt ions of the plot .

One character

announces that the actors should sing, and they do.

What

is clear from Brown's analysis is that the rules of usage
kept the inclusion of song i n secular theatre to certain
specific instances and this incl usion had no effect on the
plot .

Despi te the presence of music in theatre prior to

Moli ere's comedies-ballets , the integrat ion of music and
dance with a dramat ic text was an innovat ion not seen
before in French theatre .
The comedies-ballets were not j ust comedies into which
chansons were inserted .

At one end of the spectrum are

plays wi th a few "chansons" added.
any, integrat ion of music and text .

There is li t tle, if
At the other end is
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full-blown opera where there is total integration of music
and text .

The degrees between the two are greater and more

nuanced than one might expect.

By degrees I mean the

extent to which music and dance are integrated with a
dramatic text.

It is not enough to say that the comedie

ballet is one step in the evolution of the integration of
music, dance, and dramatic text, which culminates in the
creation of opera .

It is more than that.

I n its own

evolution as a genre, the structural elements of what could
be considered a comedie-ballet are nuanced themselves.

In

Couton ' s edition of Moliere's complete works we find the
following distinctions for what are today generally grouped
together as comedies-ballets 8 :

le Mariage force

--"ballet et comedie"

George Dandin

--"comedie"

Psyche

--"tragi-comedie et
ballet"
le Malade imaginaire
--"comedie me l ee de
musique et de danses"
le Bourgeois gentilhomme --"comedie-ballet"

In the case of George Dandin, it is listed as a comedie
presented within the Grand Divertissement royal de

Versail les.

The two separate titles give the impression

8 In Grove's di ctionary the Mariage force is listed simply as a
comedie , Psyche as a tragedie-ballet.
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that each could stand alone, that the one is not dependent
on the other .

The ties that bind the two seem not only

loosely fitted but also completely optional.

The most

obvious l ink is the juxtaposition in the portrayal of
country life.

The idyllic pastoral setting of the Grand

Divertissement is a stark contrast to the more realistic
depiction of life on Dandin's farm.

This impression is

strengthened by the fact that George Dandin, when presented
to the general public in November 1 6 6 8 , was not accompanied
by the Grand Divertissement royal music and dance.

While

the play can successfully be presented alone, the tone is
drastically changed.

Claude Abraham lists thirteen of Moliere's plays as having
been labeled comedies-ballets at one time or another, but
narrows the list to nine works for his study.

Among the

works he eliminates are George Dandin and Psyche.

In his

view, there is an almost nonexistent connection between the
comedy George Dandin and Lully's musical interludes.

He

eliminates Psyche due to the difficulty in ascertaining the
extent of Moliere's contribution to the collaboration.
From Abraham's comments and the variety of classification
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found in Couton's edi t ions of Moliere's plays and in
Grove's dict ionary 9 I conclude that the difficulty in
determining what const i tutes a comedie-ballet is largely
due to the fact that the comedi e-ballet was not an
established genre but an evolving one.

Labels such as

" comedie m@lee de musi que et de danses, n "comedie et
ballet , " and others were perhaps attempts at defining these
new theatrical mixtures or at indicat ing the level of
integrat ion of these elements in each work 1 0 •

They reflect

the dramat ist's and musician's experimentat ion to find the
right measure of these elements -- dramat ic text, music,
dance

necessary to create the most integrated and

cohesive whole.

As Abraham states, many cri t ics saw a

collaborat ive effort to create a new genre composed of both
dramat ic and musical parts. He adds that, " the marriage of
al l these elements must produce an effect which none of
them could give us by itself... the results are indeed far
greater than the sum of the const i tuent parts" (S-1 1 ) .

9

Grove, George, sir, ed. Dicti onary of Music and Musici ans. See
bibliography for full publication information .
10 It is interesting to note that the Bourgeoi s genti lhomme, classified
as a comedie-ballet in both Couton and Grove, having the highest level
of integration of musical, dance and dramatic elements and coming the
closest to epitomiz i ng the genre, was first performed in October 1 670
and was followed by performances of Psych e in 1 67 1 and the Malade
imaginai re in 1 67 3 .
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The focus of Abraham's study is to examine in great depth
the symbiosis of these constituent parts in Moliere's
comedies-ballets.

However, it suits our purposes here to

give a general idea of how one of Moliere's comedies
ballets is structured.

In the case of George Dandin and le

Malade imaginaire, we find the same structure.

There is a

prologue of music and dance followed by the first act of
the play, then a second "intermede" of music and dance
followed by the second act.

The plays end with a final

interlude of music and dance 1 1 •

The two plays differ in

how connected the interludes are to the action of the
dramatic text.

However, despite the degree of connection,

the interludes were most often omitted completely in public
performance in both plays, as mentioned earlier.

The

difference between a comedie-ballet and a comedie parlee,
such as Dom Juan, is merely the presence of these
"intermedes . "

When we look at other comedies-bal lets,

particularly the Bourgeois gen tilhomme, we see that the
difference is not just the presence of the interludes but,
also their contribution to the dramatic text and to the
action.

In George Dandin and the Malade imaginaire the

11 I will examine the structure of each of these plays more closely in
following chapters.
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interludes are easily extracted from the text .

This is not

the case with the Bourgeois gentilhomme , where, interl udes
not only separate the acts, but the acts are infused
throughout with music and dance .

The elements are so fused

that one could not stand alone in the absence of the
others.

Another important aspect of the comedies-bal l ets that sets
them apart from Moliere's other works is that they were al l
royal ly commissioned pieces.

The choice and execution of

plot and theme were dictated to Moliere by the King.

As

Pel lisson notes:
Il reste que ses comedies-bal lets ont ete composees
sur commande... le roi indiqua, c'est-a-dire imposa a
Mo liere les sujets qu'il devait traiter ; et, meme
quand Mo liere prenait une matiere a sa guise, il lui
fal lait s'enfermer dans certains cadres, se plier a
certaines formes... il n'avait pas sa l iberte de poete
(3) •

Pel lisson goes on to point out that though the comedies
bal lets were command performances and despite the
constraints, there were significant benefits.

Not only did

Moliere have a much larger budget to work with when
mounting these productions (no expense was spared to
entertain the King and the court), but also he was wel l
paid for his efforts.
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Budgetary differences were so great

between court performances and public performances that
they played a large role in the incl usion or exclusion of
In addition, having the

the musical and dance interludes.

favor of the King and the prestige of being commissioned by
the royals greatly compensated for any poetic constriction
the author might have felt .

The King' s love of music and

dance is what real ly fueled the innovations made by Moliere
and Lul ly to the comedie-bal let, and ultimately, to the
establishment of the French opera.

French opera began its evolution in 1 65 9, five years before
Le Mariage force was performed.

While the comedie-bal let

as a genre did not evolve directly into what wou ld become
French opera, it certainly exerted great influence over the
development and evolution of a national, uniquely French
opera.

A common denominator between comedie-bal let and

French opera is Jean-Baptiste Lul ly, Moliere ' s col laborator
on Le Mariage force and roughly a dozen other comedies
ballets that fol lowed.
Philippe Quinault.

Another is Lul ly ' s librettist

According to Patrick Smith, Lul ly and

Quinault "created a body of operatic work which became the
cornerstone of French opera" (4 6 ) .

I n 1 67 2, Lul ly, having
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so ingratiated himself to the King, obtained sole rights of
administration over a French national opera.

As Chevalley

reports, "Le 13 mars, l'intriguant Florentin ... obtient pour
lui seul le privilege de l'Opera auquel Moliere devait etre
associe, et impose de severes restrictions

a

l'emploi par

tout autre theatre de chanteurs et de musiciens" (Album

theatre classique, 168).

With Lully's new power and

tyrannical administration 12 of the Opera, it is not
surprising that in this same year he and Moliere parted
company, severing all ties.

For his final comedie-ballet,

Le Malade imaginaire, Moliere collaborated with composer
Marc-Antoine Charpentier 1 3 •

Musicologists credit Pierre Perrin and composer Robert
Cambert with creating the first French opera, though some
use the term "opera " lightly.

Their f irst experiment in

opera, performed in 1659 under the title "La Premiere
12

In Moliere en son temps, Chevalley further clarifies Lully' s power
as "le monopole de l'emploi des instrumentistes et de chanteurs sur le
theatre" (35 0 ) and his abuse of that power . Not only did he refuse
Moliere the rights to his own work, but also he set global restri ctions
on the number and type of singers and musicians allowed to participate
in a given performance. While Moliere did create and produce the
comedie-ballet Le Malade imaginaire without Lully's parti cipation or
help, it was never performed before the court as Moliere originally
intended.
1 3 Charpentier also scored a revival of Le Mariage force in 1 67 2, whi ch
Lully had originally scored in 1 6 6 4 .
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Comedie fran<;oise en musique, " was called simply Pastorale
and was the "first dramatic work concei ved and written for
the stage and set to music throughout" (Auld , 6 2 ) .

This

first experiment was followed by Pomone in 16 7 1 and Les

Peines et les Plaisirs de l ' Amour Pastorale in 1 6 7 2 ( for
this work Cambert collaborated with Gabriel Gilbert).

In

these later operas we see an evolution of theme , moving
away from simple pastoral images, as well as a growing
sophistication of plot and character 1 4 •

In their history

of opera, Wallace Brockway and Herbert Weinstock see it
differently, stating that the Moli�re-Lully team "just
missed producing the first French opera [ in 1664, and ] in
1 6 7 1 ... sired a work that was so close to full-fledged opera
that only a miracle of omission kept it in the category of
comedies-ballets.

So the honor of composing the first

French opera went, through sheer accident, to a team of
well-known hacks" ( 5 0-1) 1 5 •

I t was Lully and Quinault,

however, who, on the foundation of these early experimental

14

Auld' s article "The Pastoral Play in Nascent French Opera" points
out that I tal ian opera, already well established, had long since
abandoned pastoral themes , as had most literary genres. However, the
simplicity of pastoral themes were excellent building blocks on which
the burgeoning , still-experimental French opera could cut its teeth.
1 5 The work in 1 67 1 referred to here is Psyche on which Quinault and
Corneille also collaborated with Moli�re and Lully . The "hacks" are
Perrin and Cambert.
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operas, established and developed the genre of serious
French opera.

As Girdlestone states, Lully and Quinault

wanted to create an art form that comprised vocal and
instrumental music as well as dance and spectacle tied
together by plot (7).

Lully's work on the comedies-ballets

were his first steps toward achieving this goal.

His part

in creating a new genre and Quinault' s talents as a
librettist are two key factors in the establishment of
French opera.

Jean-Baptiste Lully, born Giovanni Battista Lulli in
Florence, I taly, revolutionized several areas of
composition and performance, among them the ballets de la
cour, the recitativo secco of I talian opera.

Most

important, he established a serious opera in France with
its own unique style.

Lully was a prolific musician,

composing no less than thirty ballets between 1 6 5 8 and
16 7 1, among them the comedies-ballets on which he
collaborated with Moliere creating a new genre in the
theatre.

16

He came to France at the age of twelve 1 6 under

Lully was born on 28 November 1 6 32. Nothing is known of his life
before coming to Paris twelve years later . From his life and career
after coming to Paris, his insatiable ambition, musical genius, and
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the employ of the Chevalier de Guise, working first as a
scul l ion in the kitchen .

His musical abilities soon

manifested themselves and facilitated his rise to
prominence in the band of Mlle de Montpensier as a
violinist.

A fter being dismissed from the band, the young

King Louis made him a member of his "Twenty-four Violins . "
This began a relationship between Lully and the royal
family -- particularly the King 1 7

--

that would prove

consistently and increasingly lucrative for the composer.
The power he came to wield from this position greatly
facilitated the development of the comedie-ballet in the
beginning .

It also created insurmountable conflicts with

Moliere, which ended their collaboration and irrevocably
damaged the evolution of the comedie-ballet as a genre .
Moliere, with Lully, created the genre o f comedie-ballet 18 •
Their last collaboration, Psyche, was a turning point not
uncanny ability to stay in the King's greatest graces stand out most
prominently .
17 He showed such mastery of the violin that Louis gave him a band of
his own called "Les Petits-violons, " which soon surpassed the King's
"Twenty- four Violins. " I n 1 6 6 1 , Lully was given the "Brevet de la
charge de Composition de la Musique de la Chambre du Roi" and, in 1 6 62,
added to it the "charge de Maitre de Musique de la Famille royale"
(Blom , vol . V , 4 23).
18
Their first comedie-ballet was Le Mariage force . See Appendix I I
for a list of all the works by Lully on which he collaborated with
Moliere. While this was the first comedie-ballet by Moliere and Lully
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only in their relationship, which ended in 167 2, but also
in French theatre and opera history.

After his split with

Moliere, Lully teamed up with Quinault who remained his
librettist for the duration of his career in opera 1 9 •
Etienne Gros suggests that while Moliere might have been
Lully's first consideration given their previous successful
collaborations ; the musician did not want a collaborator
who was his equal or whose talent might overshadow his own .
Quinault's personality, as much as his talent, made him an
excellent partner for Lully2 0 , he would pose no threat to
nor cause any conflict with the arrogant and ambitious
Lully .

Before teaming up with Lully, Quinault had met with great
success and by the age of thirty-six had won several honors
(among them "valet de charnbre du roi" and entrance to the
Academie Fran9aise) and many admirers. Gros' book gives
as a team, Moliere had already produced a comedie-ballet, Les Facheux
( in 1 6 6 1 ) without Lully and had collaborated on L'Impromtu de
Versaill es with Lully ( in 1 6 63 ) .
1 9 With his new partner, Lully composed his first "legitimate" French
orera, "Les Fetes de l' Amour et de Bacchus" on 1 5 November 1 67 2.
2
"Quinault etait bon homme, complaisant et souple; de sa part, point
de rebuffade 4 craindre , point de conflit-" { Gros , 102 ) . Patrick Smith
echoes this in his discussion of Quinault. He points out Quinault's
"ability to work with the strong-willed Lully and to accept the
secondary position that Lully demanded of all who worked for him" { 4 7 )
as being requisite of Lully' s collaborator .
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detailed account of Quinault's life and work, and from it
one might gather that this talent for charm and fl attery is
the key to his success 2 1 , as his complaisance was the key
to his being chosen as Lully's collaborator.

However, this

would be to discount wrongly Quinault's talent as a
dramatist and librettist, and his contribution to the genre
of the comedie-bal let and French opera.

Smith goes beyond

Gros' assessment of Quinault's attractive personality
traits to credit his ability to "divorce his operatic work
from the stately fustian of the alexandrine of the theatre
and to write varied and highly musicabile verse" (4 7 ) .
Quinault did not merely write words that would be set to
music, but wrote words specifically to be set to music.
These words had a musicality of their own and were uniquely
suited to the comedie-bal let and the opera .

As Smith

comments later, "the success of Quinault's work lies in its
ability to leaven the heaviness inherent in the alexandrine
and tell a cogent, straight-forward story... Quinault' s
mellifluous handling of his lines... showed his successors
how to write for music without sacrificing everything to
it" (5 4 ) .
21 "S' il a reussi, ce n ' est point qu ' il a du talent : son succis est dQ
bien mains a son merite personnel qu ' aux protecteurs dent il a su
capter la bienveillance" ( Gros , 3 6-7 ).
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I n March of 167 2, Lully had his greatest political success.
As mentioned earlier, this year marks the end of his
relationship with Moliere, and the beginning of the end of
the comedie-ballet.

He obtained, rather unscrupulously it

would seem, the privilege for creating and overseeing an
Academy of Music, which had originally been bestowed on
Perrin22 •

Lully became a great supporter of a French opera

and a French style of music2 3 •

All of his attention and

energy went to the establishment of a French opera -- now
that its future success was assured and now that his
success was assured after obtaining the royal privilege .
Lully, unlike his rival Perrin, had believed that opera was
a genre peculiar to Italy and would never make a successful
translation into French culture.

Perrin's and Cambert's

forays into the invention of French opera proved him wrong,
inflaming Lul ly's resentment of the duo as well as his own
ambition.

Perrin had watched Mazarin's attempts to bring I talian
opera to France, attempts that were met with little
22 Perrin was given the privilege in 1 6 6 9 to establish a Royal Academy
of Music and had opened an "Academie d ' Opera" in March 1 67 1 ( Ducrot,
91 ) .
23 Lully went so far as to become a naturali zed citizen of France .
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success .

Italian opera entertained French audiences only

when French dance and machinery were added.

Perrin held

dear the belief that France could develop an opera genre of
its own and set out to invent the "vers lyrique, " which
was, he was certain, the key to accomplishing this goal.
His formula for creating the "vers lyrique" was simple,
"marier le verbe et le son, decouvrir une contexture de
vers qui fut propre

a

la musique" (Ducrot, 9 2) .

The

success of the Pastorale d ' Issy ( performed in 1 65 9) and
Pomone (performed in 1 67 1) proved the beginnings of j ust
such a genre.

However, Lully ' s rising power limited his

potential .

The royal privilege gave Lully complete control over all
aspects of musical performance in France and he ruled with
an iron fist .

His almost paranoid ambition led to stricter

and stricter dictates on musicians and theatre in an
attempt to ensure that his Academie (and his own
reputation) would remain unrivaled.

For example, he

restricted the number of musicians who could be employed
for a performance, as well as the types of instruments that
could be used.

This culminated in a royal command of 1 6 8 4
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"that no opera should be played in the kingdom unless by
the permission of the ' Sieur Lully ' " (Blom , vol. V, 4 24 ) .
Lully's monopoly proved now to be the death-knell of the
comedie-ballet.

It offers another possible explanation for

why interludes were omitted from public performances.
Aside from budgetary constraints, the limited number of
musicians and singers allowed by Lully's directives made it
all but impossible to perform the interludes.

Despite

Lully's strangle-hold on all musical performances, Moliere
did not abandon the production of comedies-ballets .

With a

new collaborator, Marc-Antoine Charpentier, he continued to
stage his comedies-ballets, and to create a new one, Le

Malade imaginaire, before his death in February 1673.
Charpentier2 4 , before replacing Lully as Moliere ' s
collaborator, returned to Paris in 167 0 after several years
of study in Rome.
divided.

He found a Paris which was musically

One faction, including Perrin, supported purely

French music and was "still smarting under the memory of
Mazarin, who before his death in 1661 had assiduously
sought to Italianize French musical culture" (Hitchcock,
24 Charpentier was born in Paris in 1 6 4 3.
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1) .

The other faction admired the Italian musical style,

preferring the "progressive and expressive Baroque music of
seicento Italy" ( Hitchcock, 1) .

Moliere sought out

Charpentier after his break with Lully, but the
collaboration would be short-lived.

The two produced

Moliere's last comedie-ballet Le Malade imaginaire in 1 6 7 3,
and the year before, Charpentier scored an overture to
precede a revival of Le Mariage force ( which was also re
scored by Charpentier) .

Moliere died just a few days after

the opening of Le Malade imaginaire.
Charpentier continued to compose for Moliere's company
until well into the 1 6 8 0's and to compose for the theatre
in general until the mid-16 9 0's.

Clearly, music had taken

an important place in the theatre in the last quarter of
the seventeenth century.

As Wiley Hitchcock points out,

music became an intergral component of the "nearly dead
ballet de cour, the declining comedie-ballet, and the
emerging tragedie lyrique; all kinds of other stage works
were full of incidental music" ( 8 4) .

Charpentier wrote a

great deal of this type o f music for Moliere's troupe which
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underwent its final name change in 1 6 8 0 , becoming the
. 2s .
C ome, d ie. F ran9a1se

The last half of the seventeenth century saw significant
changes in the theatre, especially in the integration of
music and dance with dramatic texts .

Louis XIV's

appreciation and patronage of the arts , specifically his
love of music and dance, opened the door to Moliere, Lully,
Perrin , Carnbert and other artists of the period to
experiment and create new innovations.

The use of music in

the theatre evolved from that which was found in the 1 4 00's
and 1 500's .

I t was no longer a matter of having the

tradesman sing to himself as he worked or of actors ad
libbing a song to close a performance.

Music became an

important and ful ly-integrated element of a theatrical
performance.

Composers and dramatists moved from simple

pastoral plots to more complex plots and themes.

French

audiences accepted greater allowances for music's role in
the theatre, in particular who could sing and what could be
25 In addi t i on to his mus i c for the theatre , Charpent ier composed a
l arge amount of sacred mus i c , some of it unde r the employ of the
Dauphin , and he taught mus i c as well . Hi s final pro f e s s ional t i t l e wa s
that o f "rnait re de mus i que" at the Saint -Chape lle du Pa lai s . He wa s
named to this post in 1 6 98 , j ust s ix years be fore his de ath on 2 4
February .
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expressed in song versus what mu st be expressed by straight
dialogue .

It was a time of great creativity and growth,

both artistically and culturally for French theatre, French
musical culture, and French tastes and culture in general .

Through the efforts of this group of playwrights and
composers, the marriage of musical score and dramatic text
led to the creation of the comedie-ballet, and to the
development of the French opera .

In Moliere ' s comedies

ballets we see works that comprise interdependent musical
and dramatic elements in ways not seen before in French
theatre .

In examining the theme of death in George Dandin

and Le Mal a de imagina i re it is important to treat these
works as comedies-ballets, taking into account all the
elements, that is, music, dance, and the written text .
However, understanding that these plays were often
performed without their accompanying musical elements, due
to financial or other restrictions, the examination of what
happens to the treatment of death when the musical elements
are not included is equally important .
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Chapter 3
Dom Juan

Before examining Moliere' s comedi es-ballets , let us look at
an example of his spoken comedy, Dom Juan, in order to
gather some insight into Moliere ' s comic vision and the
role of death therein.

This foundation will help

ill ustrate how this vision expands in the transition to the
comedies-ballets.

The play is appropriate to this

discussion because its presentation of death differs
drastically from those in George Dandin and Le Ma l ade
ima gina i re.

The actual death of the title character in Dom

Juan represents a severe breach in comic convention of the
time.

The analysis of how and where Mol iere breaks with

convention may help us interpret his need to express his
creative vision for this work, as well as the preparations
for the creation of the comedies-ballets .

It also may shed

light on how this death affects the traditional comic
resolution , and how or if it resolves the conflicts Dom
Juan creates in the lives of those around him .
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A fundamental aspect of Dom Juan is the theme of
recognition.

In examining Moliere' s use of masks

(figuratively not literally) , one can better see how this
theme is illustrated in contrast to the role recognition
pl ays in the comedies-ballets.

While in George Dandin, as

we will see in Chapter four , death is the l ast attempt by
Dandin to get the recognition he has sought throughout the
pl ay, in Dom Juan death is the final response to a lac k of
recognition, or a refusal to acknowledge wrongs.

Dom Juan

pursues recognition from others through manipul ation and
demonstration of superior intellect or station.

At no

point does he use death as a means to gain recognition.
However, he fails to recognize that he is not the master
over all he surveys.

This failure and/or refusal to see

the error of his ways and repent, lead him to surpass all
acceptable social conventions.

Ultimately, this failure

causes his death.
Both Dandin and Dom Juan want to be recognized as something
they are not.

Dandin attempts to be recognized and

accepted as a nobleman by marrying into a noble family.
Dom Juan, who is noble, pursues his desire for recognition
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as superior to all those around him and, it can be argued,
superior even to God.

He does this through manipulation

and by employing a variety of masks.

However, he is not

the only character in this play to wear a mask.

Masks are

indeed a significant device in Moliere's theatre, and are
particularly relevant in the comedies- ballets and Dom Juan ,
as well as to the discussion of recognition .

As Moore points out, " The peculiar feature and symbol of
the dramatic tradition in which he [ Moliere ] was trained
was the mask" ( New Cr_i t i c i sm , 4 0 ) .

While the critic is

writing about literal masks as used in the Commedia
dell ' Arte, we see the mask in Moliere's plays as a
figurative one, a sort of role-play.

There is no richer

ground for exploring Moliere's use of masks or role-play,
and his theatricality than Dom Juan.

At the core of the

mas k, both literal and figurative, is the j uxtaposition of
the real and the assumed.

In his analysis of the

development of the mask from medieval days, Bakhtin states
that it is "based on the peculiar interrelation of reality
and image" ( 4 0 ) .
are myriad.
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The manifestations of this j uxtaposition

The most basic form of figurative mask is that of
"discretion" as imposed by social standards of behavior and
class.
mask.

Sganarelle, as a servant, is forced to wear such a
He is not free to express all his thoughts and

opinions regarding Dom Juan ' s behavior and lifestyle so
long as that mask is in place .

As Moore points out, "what

the valet really thinks of his master is of course very
dif ferent from what he can say in his presence" (New
Criticism, 41 ) .

The audience can relate to Sganarelle ' s

mask of discretion, for it is one imposed on all humans at
one time or another .

While Sganarelle is free to refuse it

or to let it slip, he chooses to wear it because the
consequences of not wearing it often are severe.

In Dom

Juan ' s absence, Sganarelle assumes the freedom to speak his
mind, speedily replacing the mask at his master' s approach.
This is best seen in Act 2 where he tries to warn Charlotte
and Mathurine of Dom Juan ' s real motives:
Mon maitre est un fourbe ; il n'a des sein que de vous
abuser , et en bien abuse d'autres ; c' est l'epouseur
du genre humain , et... ( il aper9oit Dom Juan ) Cela est
faux ; et quiconque vous dira cela , vous lui devez
dire qu'il en a menti . Mon maitre n'est point
l ' epouseur du genre humain , il n'est point fourbe , il
n'a pas des sein de vous tramper , et n'en a point
abuse d'autres . Ah ! Tenez , le voila ; demandez -le
plutot a lui-meme ( II , 4 , 1 0 9 - 1 16) .
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Sganarelle does manage, however, to give the audience a
vivid and frank portrait of his master in the opening scene
of the play during his conversation with Gusman .

I n the

company of another valet, he completely abandons the mask
of discretion in favor of another mask or role -- that of
master and connoisseur.

As he enlightens Gusman on

everything from the virtues of tobacco to the true nature
of Dom Juan, he appears as the wise master instructing his
pupil.

It is only at the end of the exchange that he

impresses upon us the importance of discretion and the dire
consequences when it is allowed to slip too far :
... un grand seigneur mechant homme est une terrible
chose; il faut que je lui sois fidele , en depit que
j'en aie : la crainte en moi fait l'of fice du zele ,
bride mes sentiments , et me reduit d'applaudir bien
souvent a ce que mon ame deteste . Le voila qui vient
se promener dans ce palais : separons -nous ; ecoute, au
moins je te fais confidence avec franchise, et cela
m'est sorti un peu bien vite de la bouche ; mais s'il
fallait qu'il en vint quelque chose a ses oreilles,
je dirais hautement que tu aurais menti ( I , 1 , 8 3- 9 1 ) .

Beyond the two figurative masks we see him wear , Sganarelle
is in himself a mask , that is, an adaptation of the
Harlequin mask or character from the Italian Commedia
dell'Arte.

The character of Sganarelle also appears in

several other plays by Moliere .
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Though not the same

Sganarel le in Dom Juan's service, Moliere's Sganarel les al l
share the basic personality traits of their Italian
predecessor.

He is in essence a chameleon and often a sort

of "passe-partout, " fitting into any situation, choosing
whichever role suits the moment and changing - at least
superficial ly - with lightning speed.

He is at once master

and servant, puppet and puppeteer, wise and foolish.
Tracing the use of mask back to the carnivals and
marketplaces of the medieval world, Bakhtin notes that
clowns and fools were not merely actors playing a role ( 4 2 ) .
We see the literal mask evolving into and coexisting with
the figurative mask or role-play.

The actors became

associated with their character, always to an extent "on
stage" and in character even when they were not performing,
representing a form of life between the real and the ideal.
This form of life continued into the Commedia del l'Arte
where actors had their roles for life and often were known
by their character's name rather than their own .

Al l this

history, evolution, and continuity are distil led into the
Sganarel le we find in Dom Juan:

a rich tapestry of

contradictions, ever-evolving, never-changing and
ultimately j ust out to make a buck.

Lost in his own
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whirlwind of color and masks, S ganarelle's real concern
remains steady:

money.

I n the final scene, Sganarelle is alone, on stage and in
the world.

He is an audience without a player (now that

Dom Juan has met his end) and a player without an audience,
at least within the context of the play.

Outside of the

play, there is still the audience, the paying public, to
address.

With the loss of his master comes the loss of

what really matters:

his wages2 6 •

In losing his wages,

the one constant of Sganarelle's character and nature is
shaken to the core, and it is here that the mask not only
slips but cracks, revealing that constant in perhaps the
only glimpse of the real Sganarelle we as spectator or
reader receive:
Ah ! Me s gage s , me s gage s ! voila par s a mo rt un chacun
s at i s fait : Ciel o f fense , l e i s violee s , f i l l e s
seduit e s , famil le s de shonore e s , parent s out rage s ,
femme s mi s e s a ma l , mar i s pou s s e s a bout , tout le
I l n ' y a que moi seul ma lheureux .
monde est content .
Me s gage s , me s gage s ! ( V , 6 , 1 2 - 1 7 ) .
26 In the Notice preceding his edition of the play, Couton states that
Sganarelle has served his master with the expectation of "recompense"
without ever actually receiving said payment . However, to believe that
this expectation of payment for services rendered is what keeps
Sganarelle in Dom Juan ' s employ is to ignore the complexities of the
master-servant relationship as it manifests itself here. While
Sganarelle's concern for money speaks to his lack of understanding, it
is only one aspect of his function in the play as a whole .
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With this cracked and precariously perched mask , Sganarelle
would have us believe that Dorn Juan's death has resulted in
a happy conclusion , that all of the conflicts created by
Dom Juan ' s life have now been resolved by his death , or
almost all of them.

He does bemoan his own situation quite

pitifully as the sole victim , unemployed and unpaid .
However, one must question Sganarelle's reliability, as
wel l as the validity of his claim .

As I mentioned in

chapter one, this "resolution" -- that everyone is
satisfied except him -- is more ambiguous than it appears
on first sight , and is itself a kind of mask.

It is

illogical to conclude that Sganarelle will remain
unemployed or that the consequences of Dom Juan's actions
will not continue to reverberate throughout the lives of
those around him just because his life has ended.

In his

discussion of Dom Juan's death and its effect on the other
characters, Guicharnaud points out that "...avec le monstre
disparait toute possibilite de reparation" (3 1 4 ) .
Sganarelle's nature and heritage are that of flexibility.
The ever-evolving part of his character, as well as his
resourcefulness , allow us to dismiss his misery as j ust
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another mask in his repertoire.

One can be confident that

the essence of his character will survive and will continue
to change masks as the situation demands.

Sganarelle does

just that when he reappears in 1666 as the principal
character in Moliere's Le Medecin malgre lui.

Moreover,

one must consider the other characters whose happiness has
now been sealed ( at least according to Sganarelle ) as
surely as Dom Juan's fate.

In reality, the consequences of

one's actions do not end just because the actor has been
taken out of the situation.

Like ripples in a pond, the

consequences of Dom Juan' s actions reverberate, touching
the lives of those around him and perhaps beyond, and
affecting them in ways that cannot perhaps be imagined.

By

removing Dom Juan from the lives of Sganarelle, Elvire, and
the other characters, Moliere leads us to doubt that his
impact on their lives ends at his death.

This is a foray

into fantasy even Moliere does not make.

The commander's

statue coming to life to avenge Heaven and end Dom Juan's
life is one thing; dismissing out of hand Dom Juan's
betrayal and destruction is quite another.

The superficial

resolution Sganarelle proposes is nothing more than a thin
veil hiding the fact that little has truly been resolved by
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Dom Juan's death, as Sganarelle himself illustrates by his
actions and words at the end of the play.

Through Dorn Juan's life and death, Sganarelle remains
fundamentally unchanged.

For all his cleverness, he has

learned nothing from those around him.

The resolution is a

mask as well, a veil behind which is left only a sense of
continuity; Sganarelle will continue to be a chameleon in
search of a paycheck.

Though Dorn Juan is no longer in the

world, certainly seduction, betrayal, and hypocrisy remain.
In speaking o f the play's resolution Guicharnaud observes
that "Sur le plan humain, rien n'est v�ritablernent r�gl� "
( 315 ) .

Sganarelle is more than j ust a mask, for as Whitton points
out, he is also a mirror, "the instrument by which Dorn Juan
is revealed to the audience" (3) .
character in the two scenes :

He presents his master's

first with Gusman at the

beginning o f the play, and secondly with Charlotte and
Mathurine ( II, 4) , the two peasant girls whom Dorn Juan has
chosen as his next conquests.

In these instances,
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Sganarelle takes the opportunity to speak freely about Dom
Juan's true nature, saying:
Mon maitre est un fourbe ; il n' a dessein que de vous
abuser , et en a bien abuse d'autres ; c'est l'epouseur
du genre humain ... (II , 4 , 1 0 9 - 1 1 1 ) .

But Moliere does not use Sganarelle's words alone to
characterize Dom Juan2 7 •
well.

He uses Dom Juan's own words as

Throughout the play, several scenes between master

and servant further reveal the real Dom Juan.

Both Sganarelle and Dom Juan appear in almost every scene
of the play and only once, in the first scene of the play ,
does Sganarelle appear without his master2 8 •

Given the

nature of the opening or expository scene in which
Sganarelle is engaged in conversation with another valet
named Gusman, it is clear that while Dom Juan is not
27

The opening scene is referred to as the exposition of characters by
which characters are presented to the audience either by their presence
on stage or by a description given by another character. Often with
principal characters , the latter is the case as it is here. Dom Juan is
presented not only to Gusman but also to the audience by Sganarelle's
description of him. This sets up his entrance in the next scene (I , 2 } .
28
Sganarelle is present in twenty-six of the twenty-seven scenes of
the play. Dom Juan is present for twenty-five scenes , Act I , scene 1
being the only time we see Sganarelle on stage unaccompanied by his
master. Guicharnaud observes that Dom Juan "n'est physiquement absent
que quatre scenes sur vingt-sept" (321 } . Three of these instances
consist of partial scenes rather than an absence during an entire
scene ; for example, Dom Juan exits after his exchange with M . Dimanche
leaving Sganarelle to deal with seeing the merchant out. Another
example is , of course, the final scene when Sganarelle is left alone
after Dom Juan's death .
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physical ly on stage, he is very much present in spirit2 9 •
Of the twenty-five scenes in which Dom Juan and Sganarelle
are on stage, they are alone for eight scenes (I, 2 ; III, 1 ;
III, 5; IV, 1; IV, 5 ; IV, 7 ; V, 2 ; V, 4 ) .

These one-on-one

exchanges punctuate the action of the play and al low Dom
Juan to reflect and comment on his inner thoughts and
motivations as wel l as to plot and plan for the upcoming
encounters.

Instead of merely writing lengthy monologues

for Dom Juan, Moliere has set up the master-servant rapport
as a dialogue exhibiting the master ' s inner thoughts and
highlighting his skil l in the art of conversation in these
verbal "duels".

He also highlights the servant ' s role as

audience or mirror to the master.

The first such duel or exchange occurs in the second scene
of the play and is a sort of continuation of the
exposition.

It serves to set up the relationship between

Sganarel le and Dom Juan.

The audience has heard about Dom

Juan in the previous scene and now can begin to draw its
own conclusions about the man and how he relates to his
29 We also have it from Sganarelle that Dom Juan is nearby and will
soon make his entrance: " Le voila qui vient se promener dans ce palais"
(I, l ). This would imply that Dom Juan ' s st rength extends beyond his
physical presence, influencing thoughts and actions even when he is
absent.
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valet.

The spectators also hear about Sganarelle and how

reliable he will prove in the future.

One can begin to see

how or if his perspective on the situation is skewed.
Sganarelle reveals another side of his character as well,
one that is not so bold or confident in his master's
presence.

This underlines the fear he expressed in the

previous scene and the need to tread carefully in Dom
Juan's presence.

Bermel, in his analysis of Moliere's

theatre, sees this as wea kness on Sganarelle's part and
remar ks that it effects a reversal from the traditional
presentation.

For him , Sganarelle is different from other

servants in a principal role at least with regards to his
weakness.

He also stresses that Moliere generally observes

the tradition of the servant as intriguer, one "who is
smarter than the master " but here "the master determines
what shall be done" ( 2 2 1 ) .

I disagree with Bermel on this

point, for while it is Dom Juan who determines what will be
done throughout the play, it is not Sganarelle's weakness
or strength that is at issue here.

The issue is his role

as an audience for Dom Juan, and, by extension, a mirror by
which Dom Juan's inner thoughts and motivations may be
reflected to the spectators.
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Having the master, instead

of the valet, determine what will be done highlights Dom
Juan ' s manipulation of others through language and adds
another dimension to the juxtaposition of the real and the
imagined symbolized in the use of masks.
In his edition of the play, Ferreyrolles points out that
all the other characters exist only in relation to Dorn
Juan.

In his words, "les autres personnages n' existent que

par rapport

a

lui, pour seconder son action" ( 14 ) .

one is this truer than for Sganarelle.

For no

In his desire for

recognition through manipulation, Sganarelle is Dom Juan ' s
easiest target and constant audience.

Thus, the issue is

not Sganarelle' s weakness, as Bermel believes, but Dorn
Juan ' s strength.

However, the master-servant relationship

goes deeper than this, as the ties that bind Sganarelle and
Dom Juan are far more complex, as Guicharnaud observes in
the second chapter of his Moliere : une avent ure
thea trale3 0 •

For the purposes of this discussion, it will

suffice here to highlight only certain elements o f this

30 It is not my intention here to delve into the intricacies of the
master-servant relationship as it appears in Dom Juan. This is an
aspect of the play that has been studied at great length. Of
particular interest in regard to the discussion here is Guicharnaud's
analysis of this relationship.
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rapport , as they serve to reveal Dorn Juan's nature and
inherent theatricality.

I n their first exchange Dom Juan gives Sganarelle leave to
speak freely: "Je te donne la libert� de parler et de me
dire tes sentiments" (I , 2).

This would seem an opening for

an honest exchange of ideas and an indication of Dorn Juan's
interest in hearing Sganarelle's thoughts.

I n reality it

is an opportunity for Dom Juan to justify his behavior and
explain h is philosophy of beauty, desire , and pleasure.
Sganarelle's speech goes no further than to state his
disapproval of Dom Juan's lifestyle.
En ce cas, Monsieur, je vous dirai franchement que je
n'approuve point votre methode, et que je trouve fort
vilain d'aimer de tous cotes cornme vous faites
( I , 2 , 37 - 9 ) .

Dom Juan takes more amusement than offense at this
disapproval.

His discourse on beauty and the pursuit of

pleasure seems more for the sake of hearing himself spea k
or to practice his verbal acrobatics than to change his
servant's views.

As Guicharnaud states "Dom Juan s'amuse

a

mettre en pieces la morale de son valet... ce n'est pour lui
qu'une affaire de mots" (196).

Dorn Juan's goal is to

assert h i s linguisti c super ior ity.
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He knows how Sganarelle

will react j ust as a good actor knows how to manipulate the
audience.

While Sganarelle sees through his master's mask,

he is incapable of countering any of his arguments :
...vous tournez les cho ses d' une maniere, qu'il semble
que vous avez raison ; et cependant il est vrai que
vou s ne l'avez pas . J'avais les plus belles pensees
du monde, et vos dis cours m'ont brouille tout cela .
Lais sez faire : une autre fois je mettrai mes
raisonnements par ecrit, pour disputer avec vous
( I , 2 , 8 6- 9 1 ) .

Moliere uses this formula in all of the exchanges between
Dom Juan and Sganarelle.

Dom Juan is the consummate

player, using the exchanges with Sganarelle to rehearse his
lines, flesh out his persona, and figure out how to better
manipulate his audience.

The servant is a mirror for his

master not because he reflects his master's beliefs, but
because the latter can see his verbal superiority reflected
in the reactions of his valet.

Dom Juan's use of language is his stock in trade.

For

Guicharnaud, it is through language that he seduces,
j ustifies, and dominates.

"Dom Juan va se servir de son

intelligence pour se debarrasser d'autrui, non pour
convaincre ; il va s'en servir, dans la direction de son
appetit , pour conquerir autrui" (20 1).

The most successful

instance of this use of language as mask is in the scene
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with M. Dimanche, the merchant, who arrives on Dorn Juan's
doorstep to demand payment for his services (IV, 3) .

Dorn

Juan invites his audience to watch as he exercises his
verbal prowess:
Il est bon de les payer de quelque chose, et j'ai le
secret de les renvoyer satis faits sans leur donner un
double ( IV, 2, 1 2 - 1 3 ) .

At the heart of his success is the fact that M . Dimanche is
never given an opportunity to speak much less ask Dom Juan
for money.

When he does manage to respond to Dorn Juan's

flattery, it is only to thank him for his kindness.

Dorn

Juan controls the exchange from the start, using the
difference in social standing to his advantage.

He would

(appear to close the social gap, taking great, albeit
) feigned, interest in M. Dimanche's family and declaring his
\
\___

friendship and implying a debt that includes and exceeds
the financial.

In the end, M . Dimanche is left with

Sganarelle, having been paid only with Dorn Juan's flattery:
... il me fait tant de civilites et tant de compliments
que je ne saurais jamais lui demander de l'argent
( IV , 3 , 1 0 1 - 1 0 3 )

As a counterpoint to Dorn Juan's eloquence, the second part
of this scene exhibits Sganarelle's method for getting rid
of creditors ( as he himself owes money to M. Dimanche). He
simply takes them by the arm and drags and pushes them out
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the door.

This stark contrast further underlines the

extent o f Dom Juan's command of language and the
manipulation of others through its use.
Sganarelle is not the only character to see through Dom
Juan's mask of words.

In fact, Dom Juan's mask is

transparent to the beggar he and Sganarelle encounter in
the forest (III, 2) .

Dom Juan's smooth speech fails to

convince the beggar and shows that superior language skills
do not always accomplish all he would have them accomplish.
The encounter with the beggar not only exhibits the failure
of Dom Juan's verbal skills, but of his philosophy as well.
When the beggar asks for money, Dom Juan attempts once
again to demonstrate his superior command o f language to
manipulate the situation and o ffers the beggar a gold coin
on the condition that he blaspheme:
... je m'en vais te donner un l ouis d'or... pourvu que tu
veuilles j urer ( I I I , 2 , 3 4 - 5 ) .

However, this scene also presents a juxtaposition o f real
spirituality and fake spirituality, that is, the mask of
hypocrisy Dom Juan wil l don later in the pl ay.

In the

previous scene, the audience learned that Dom Juan's
beliefs can be summed up by simple arithmetic: "deux et
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deux font quatre" ( I I I, 1).

After receiving grunts and

guffaws in response to his questions as to whether or not
Dom Juan believes in God, Heaven, Hell, or the Devil,
Dom

Sganarelle asserts that one must believe in something.

Juan is a man who lives in the present, who believes only
and completely in observable, concrete fact, nevertheless
he lets Sganarelle state his case for faith and the wonder
of man and the world.

Confronted with the beggar's genuine spirituality and faith
in God, Dom Juan's faith in reason and intellect are wholly
ineffective .

The beggar does not succumb.

I t is at this

point that the seed of hypocrisy is planted ; later it will
become another mask, in addition to that of language, that
he will wear.

Dom Juan sees the beggar as an opportunity

to prove that his faith in the mathematical nature of the
world is superior to faith in God, and to refute
Sganarelle's belief that there is something admirable in
man.

The beggar has no money and therefore no food.

By

Dom Juan's logic, the immediate physical need for food will
win out over a professed faith in God.

However, the

beggar ' s faith is stronger than his hunger.
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Dom Juan ' s

offer of money if the old man blasphemes is refused ;
intellect fails to conquer faith.
beggar from his belief in God.

Language cannot turn the

Dom Juan further mocks the

beggar and his faith by giving the money ( a louis d' or )
anyway for the �love of humanity. "

This further

illustrates Guicharnaud's comment that Dom Juan's
intelligence serves not to convert but to conquer ( 20 1 ) .
He is not so interested in changing the beggar ' s beliefs or
� freeing" him from his devotion and his prayers, but merely
getting him to utter one blasphemy.

Once uttered, Dom Juan

would be finished with the beggar (having conquered him ) in
the same way he loses interest in women once he has
conquered them.

Dom Juan' s language and theatricality may be seen first and
foremost in his need for an audience.

Through language and

verbal acrobatics he plays a role for Sganarelle and the
other characters as much as he is a character in a play for
the public.

Within Moliere's play, Dom Juan' s very life

becomes a sort of performance, and his principal audience
is his valet.

Much of what Dom Juan reveals in his

exchanges with Sganarelle could be staged as monologues.
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However, this would remove that element of play as well as
the mirror figure of Sganarelle.

Dom Juan is not merely

the main character of Moliere's play, he is the main
character of his own play, of his life and therefore of the
world within which he moves, and as such he must have an
audience.

If Sganarelle were not present, not only would

Dom Juan lack an audience, but also the instrument by which
he is revealed.

I n staging these revelations as dialogs

between master and servant, instead of monologues, Moliere
enhances the theatricality of the whole play and of the
character of Dom Juan.

As in the scene preceding the

encounter with the beggar, it is Sganarelle's questions
that draw out Dom Juan's beliefs:
Je veux savoir un peu vos pensees a fond . Est-il
possible que vous ne croyiez point du tout au
Ciel ? ... Et a l'Enfer? ... Et au diable... Ne croyez -vous
point l'autre vie? (III , 1 , 65 - 7 2 ) .

While these questions get a limited response, the
spectators learn as much about Dom Juan from what he
doesn't say as they do by what he does say.

In addition,

if actions speak louder than words certainly his dismissal
of Sganarelle's questions speak more truly to his lack of
spirituality than would his eloquence and intellect.
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Whitton suggests that Sganarelle aides in the revelation or
exposit ion of the true nature of Dorn Juan; however, Bermel
posits that really very little of Dorn Juan is revealed in
these exchanges .

For Bermel, Moliere has broadened the

character of Dorn Juan into " a social rebel... who goes boldly
to his death refusing to apologize or backtrack in his
beliefs or to plead for mercy" ( 225) .

But it is not only

at the point of death that Dom Juan refuses to apologize.
Apart from two of his exchanges with Sganarelle, he remains
noncommittal and maddens Moliere's foes by his actions,
assertions, and by his refusal to defend himself or
enunciate his �philosophy of life" ( Bermel, 22 6 ) .

While I

agree that Dom Juan makes no move to defend his philosophy
or his choices even until the very end, his philosophy is
well enunciated by his words and his actions.

Juan's lack

of defense harkens back to Guicharnaud's assertion that Dom
Juan is interested in conquering and then getting rid of
others more so than converting them to his way of life
(20 1) .

He uses superior verbal skill as a

reflection of

innate superiority and as a tool to manipulate others.

As

McBride also points out, Dorn Juan is not concerned with a
moral justification of his conduct , but is content to
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demonstrate that reason can be put forward against
traditional moral standards.

He also observes that Dom

Juan's behavior is grounded on his ability to manipulate at
will the principles by which society coheres ( 8 5 ) .

All of

this is a game for Dom Juan, an exercise of intellect and
cleverness.

I f he takes pleasure in convincing others that

white is black, it is not because he truly believes that
white is black.

Neither does he believe that this

manipulation of others provides some sort of approval or
absolution.

He simply derives pleasure from verbal

acrobatics.

It is a mask he enjoys wearing, the grand

seigneur, the superior wordsmith.

The other mask Dom Juan wears is that of the hypocrite.
The theme of hypocrisy is a new twist to the Dom Juan myth.
He chooses to play the hypocrite as a means to get rid of
others and to follow his appetites.

In this case, the

others are his j ilted fiancee Done Elvire and his father
...__porn Louis.

As McBride points out, this paradox in Dom

Juan's behavior occurs not only for sacrilegious or
libertine reasons, but also because it reflects an
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"inversion of moral values which has taken place in the
world at large" ( 1 0 2 ) .

As Dorn Juan himself explains,

... l'hypocrisie est un vice a la mode, et tous les
vices a la mode passent pour vertus . Le personnage
d'homme de bien est le meilleur de tous les
personnages qu'on puisse j ouer auj ourd'hui, et la
profession d'hypocrite a de merveilleux avantages .
C'est un art de qui l'imposture est touj ours
respectee; et quoiqu'on la decouvre, on n'ose rien
dire contre elle... l' hypocrisie est un vice
privilegie, qui, de sa main, ferme la bouche a tout
le monde, et j ouit en repos d'une impunite
souveraine... Enfin, c'est la le vrai moyen de faire
impunement tout ce que j e voudrai { V, 2, 3 4 - 6 5 ) .

As Bermel so eloquently puts it, "he appears to have

�

reached a point of change : farewell to the audacious rebel
-- from now on he will turn respectable hypocrite" (23 1 ) .
However , this "change" is superficial, for Dorn Juan is
trading one mask for another, or adding the mask of
hypocrisy to that of language.

He is still a character who

acts on impulse and follows his appetites for pleasure
wherever they may lead him.

This self-imposed mask of hypocrisy is also the final
affront.

Despite the rampant amorality Dom Juan has

exhibited throughout the play, it is this religious /
�
hypocrisy that seals his fate.

He fools everyone,

everyone except God, the only power capable of re-
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Dom Juan has conducted hi mself

establishing moral order.

in a manner that would suggest he is above the accepted
societal norms or rules.

(

,r-

He does as he pleases and makes

no excuses for his choices 3 1 •

And up to the point where he

gives his hand to the statue, he has lived his life with

i mpuni ty . He has successfully escaped every possible human
I
( , �punishment. In the words of Gu i charnaud, " L'humanite
n'envisageait que deux solutions veritables :

convaincre

Dom Juan de respecter les codes, ou se payer elle-meme en
sang.

Le coup du Ciel frustre tout le monde de l'une et

l'autre solution" ( 3 1 4 -1 5 ) .

Indeed, humanity is robbed of

both solutions, but gi ven the plotting and Dom Juan's
linguistic talents it is highly unli kely that ei ther of
these soluti ons would be plausible.

There is a sense of

almost tragic inevitability in Dom Juan's character and in
the path Mol iere has chosen for the character.

Guicharnaud

notes that there is only one solution in that "seul le
courroux du Ciel pouvait mettre fin aux agissements de Dom
31 Bermel di scu s s e s at great l ength Dom Juan ' s s i l ence and re fus al to
j us t i fy or even expl ain hi s moti ve s or his thought s .
He argue s that
Dom Juan neve r really revea l s himsel f to the other cha racters or to the
audi ence except in one or two speci fic instances . " ... he avoids
ratiocination that has to do with his principle s ... Juan remains
noncommi ttal or si lent and maddens Mo liere ' s foe s not alone by his
i conoc lastic acts and ass ertions but also ( and perhaps mo re ) by hi s
re fusal to de fend hims e l f or enunciate his 'phi losophy of l i fe ' " ( 2 2 6 ) .
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Juan" (3 1 4 ) .

Dom Juan has gone so far beyond the limits of

decency that only God can punish him.

The play itself

pushes the envelope of convention and decency in the eyes
of seventeenth-century audiences.
Dom Juan could well be considered Moliere's most
controversial play, both for the subj ect matter and for the
theme of death.

In Shaw's view, the subj ect matter alone

is "more substantial and controversial than was the norm
for comedy" (1 3 3 ) .

It is indeed, a tour de force of broken

conventions, not only for the comic genre, but also for
seventeenth-century theatre in general.
of these breaches is Dom Juan's death.
there simply is no death in comedy.

The most glaring
By all standards

Even in tragedy,

violent death traditionally was not shown on stage but
reported.

Here Dom Juan not only dies and on stage, but

his death is portrayed as a violent and horrifying descent
into Hell.

While his death is certainly one of the most

theatrical scenes in all of Moliere's work, it is also one
of gross disregard for theatrical convention.
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Another significant breach in convention is the lack of a
happy ending.

Comedies have happy endings that usually

involve one or more marriages with as many characters on
stage for the final celebratory scene .

Moliere couples Dom

Juan's death with an all-but-empt y stage.

Instead of a

company reunited in celebration, Sganarelle is alone and
despairing and the rest of the company is absent and
dispersed.

I t is a fractured finale with no sense of happy

resolution.

The practice of assembling as many actors as

possible on stage for the final scene, according to Shaw,
is a phenomenon "common to all forms of theatre" ( 13 1 ) .
Even Tartuffe , a play of equal or greater controversialit y
than Dom Juan, ends with ten of the twelve characters on
stage ; the two "missing" characters being Flipote, Mme
Pernelle's servant whose presence is only remarked briefly
in I. 1 when she is slapped for fal ling asleep, and Mons i eur
Loyal, described simply as "sergent " in the list of
characters 32 •

Moliere's usual observance of this

32 However , given that the scene l i s t s the character on stage as be ing
"L' exempt , Tartuffe , Valere , Organ, Elmi r e , Mariane , etc" and the fact
that Fl ipote in part icular never speaks a word, it is quite pos s ibl e
tha t both Fl ipote and Mons ieur Loyal ( or at least Fl ipot e ) are indeed
on stage, s i lent ly wi tne s s i ng the re solut ion of Tart u f fe ' s gros s
mi sdeeds . Shaw also mentions the number o f characters at the end of
L ' Ecol e des ma rl s : 9 , L 'Ava re : 1 1 , L ' Imprompt u de Versa i l l es : 1 2 . All
of whi ch are examples of how Mol i e re generally observes thi s
convent ion .
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convention coupled with the large number of characters in

Dom Juan ( there are nineteen ) makes Sganarelle's solitude
all the more stark and striking.
this as well.

His final lines underline

Shaw , in discussing the controversial nature

of the ending, states that "they were j udged so shocking
that they had to be cut. In conventional terms, it would
have been more acceptable to end the play with the
destruction of Dom Juan" ( l34).

Another remarkable aspect of Dom Juan's death is the way in
which it occurs.

His death is an act of God carried out by

a supernaturally animated stone statue.

The introduction

of the supernatural in this way is infrequent in French
theatre of this period.

Not only does the statue of the

commander come to life to exact Heaven's revenge, but also
a spectre appears to warn Dom Juan one last time and to
give him one last opportunity to repent ( V, 5).

Dom Juan

has gone so far and has become so enveloped in his own
perception of the world that he is unimpressed by and
unafraid of not only the people in his life and earthly
punishment, but also of the supernatural occurrences around
him.

I t is this arrogance which feeds his belief that in
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/

( playing the hypocrite he has found the solution to all his
problems.

I n reality, he has found the final and most

damning action, the one that will at last call down the
wrath of Heaven.

Whitton discusses three other unorthodox aspects of the
play in regard to the conventions of French classical
theatre.
verse.

First, the play is written in prose rather than
Second, it defies the three unities of place, time,

and action.

And third, instead of a single plot, there are

three strands of intrigue: Dom Juan ' s pursuit of the
peasant women, Charlotte and Mathurine ; the pursuit by
Elvire and her brothers of Dom Juan ; the episode with the
Commander whom Dom Juan kil led and who then returns to
inflict retribution ( 3).

As for the unities, Knutson

remarks that "Moli�re never adhered to them slavishly, and
indeed they were never applied in all their rigor to
comedy" (135), therefore, these breaches of unity would
seem minor in comparison to the others.

The breaking of the unity of place in particular relates to
Dom Juan's character, or even to his state of mind as some
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critics argue.

Change of location in the play is a source

of frequent discussion and study .

Dom Juan and Sganarelle

move from palace to forest to beach to tomb and back again.
S uch displacement highlights the frenetic energy with which
Dom Juan pursues the conquest of the moment, amorous or
otherwise.

It also parallels the speed with which he

assesses and shifts to fit a particular situation or
challenge.

He is as fleet-footed as he is quick-witted.

Guicharnaud repeatedly paints a portrait of Dom Juan as
never really coming forward to refute allegations or to
explain his motivations or philosophies 3 3 • This physical
displacement again echoes that argument, showing Dom Juan
to be physically hard -- though not impossible -- to pin
down.

Rather than the single plot, we have a singl e focal point,
that is Dom Juan, from which several strands of intrigue
trail or around which they revolve.

Dom Juan lives his

life as if he were the center of the world and everything
and everyone revolves around him.

He is like a comet,

33 Gui charnaud returns again and again to the idea of Dorn Juan as
s i lent and non-parti cipatory when it comes to engaging in h i s own
de fense or discus s ions of phi losophical nature . He notes two exceptions
where Dorn Juan bre a ks that s il ence ; both are in exchanges with
Sganare l l e .
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strea king towards the outer limits of his universe and in
his wake are Elvire and her family, Sganarelle and his
wages, the Commander and his unresolved issues with Dom
Juan.

And once that comet burns out, having finally gone

beyond all acceptable limits, its trails and strands of
intrigue are left to fall bac k to Earth, to return to the
real world and repair the damage as best they can.

This is

another example of Moliere's bending or breaking the rules
to find the best total express ion of his vision.
Everything plays to or speaks to or directs the audi ence to
the focal point of the play .

The kernel of the idea from

which this play was born blossoms and its essence saturates
all aspects of the finished product.

The rules here are

the comic conventions regarding death and what consti tutes
a happy ending.

In the comedi es-ballets, Moliere does not

so much break rules as he does create new ones.

I n doing

so, he creates a new genre and opens up new possibilities
of expression through the incorporation of music and dance
with the dramatic text .

Death matters in Dom Juan because, un l i ke other characters
such as Dandin and Argan, it is imposed upon Dom Juan by
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divinely commissioned forces meant to restore order to the
universe of the play.

For both Dandin and Argan death is a

tool ; for Dorn Juan, it is a means to bring about
resolution.

As the examination of death continues, one

will see that Dandin and Argan use death to obtain some
form of recognition ; it is a means to an end.

Argan also

fears death and struggles with the reality of his own
mortality.

In contrast, Dom Juan, despite warnings that

his actions wil l have severe consequences, does not
entertain for a moment any fear of death.

In his mind he

is above reproach, and his mortality never seems to enter
into his consciousness.

For him, death is not a tool to

further the goal of recognition, but the final and only
means by which order may be restored .

Moliere must and

does break convention in order to bring resolution to the
play, and to bring Dom Juan into check .
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Chapter 4
George Dandin

Unlike Dom Juan, no death occurs in the comedies-ballets

George Dandin and Le Malade imaginaire .

Also, unlike Dom

Juan, the comedies-ballets feature musical interludes.
Another important aspect present in the comedies-ballets is
the relationship between death and recognition.

Where Dom

Juan's death is a divine punishment imposed by God, Dandin
and Argan use death as a tool to gain recognition.

I n this

chapter, I will examine the treatment of death in George

Dand in, focusing on the connection between Dandin's threat
of suicide and his search for acceptance and recognition.
The discussion will also center on how the added elements
of music and dance affect the manifestation of death and
the possible interpretations of Dandin's suicide threat.
Ultimately, it will be necessary to see how the omission of
the musical interludes alters the outcome of the play.

As noted earlier, the musical elements were often omitted
in the public performances of the comedies-ballets either
because of f i nanc ial const raints or because of restrictions
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imposed by Lully.

In the case of George Dandin, this

omission has a particularly dramatic impact on the
interpretations of Dandin ' s final speech, his suicide
threat, and therefore, his fate.
The play was first performed for the court at Versailles,
1 8 Jul y 1 6 6 8 .

It was performed as a comedie-ballet,

preceded by and interspersed with musical and dance
interludes.

What makes this play unique among Moliere' s

comedies-ballets is that the interludes were titled
separately from the comedy:
de Versailles .

Le Grand Diver tissemen t royal

As I discussed in chapter two, the level of

integration between music and dramatic text varies among
the comedies-ballets.

George Dandin presented with the

Grand Diver tissemen t gives the impression that this work
would fall at the bottom of the scale of integration and
connectedness .

It indicates, at first glance, that these

elements may be performed separately, the one neither
taking from nor adding to the other.

However, closer

examination reveals that this is not necessarily true.
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George Dandin, when presented to the general public in
November 1 668, was not accompanied by the Grand

Divertissement.

It is reasonable to assume that the

omission of the interludes was a financial one, for it was
simply too expensive to mount the same production presented
Since it was a royally commissioned work,

for the court .

Moliere had a much larger budget to work with for the court
performances.

Quite often the budgetary differences

between court and public performances played a major role
in determining whether or not music and dance interludes
were included.

Critics discuss George Dandin as a comedy rather than a
comedie-ballet, focusing primarily on social issues and
class relations.

Marie-Claude Canova-Green examines

Dandin ' s identity, the j uxtaposition of his perception of
himself and the perception of others toward him as well as
the fracturing of the self in her article "George Dandin ,
un personnage comique malgre lui".

Similarly, Therese

Malachy draws on the common conclusion that what Dandin
desperately seeks is recognition :
tout
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a

"ce qui importe avant

Dandin c'est d'etre reconnu" ( 289 ) .

Lionel Gossman

in Men a nd Ma sks also focuses on this concept of
recognition or "reconnaissance" :

recognition of Dandin ' s

worthiness as Angelique's husband by her family and peers,
recognition of Angeli que's betrayal and deception,
recognition of illusion and reality .

However, for Gossman

Dandin is a victim of illusions and therefore incapable of
exposing them, as he seeks to do .

He points out that "if

they ( the Sotenvilles ) can be made to recogni ze that
Angelique de Sotenville has wronged him" ( 1 5 5 - 5 6 ) , they
will at the same time recogni ze him as her husband, not
regard him solely as a money-obj ect.

The illusions must be

shattered and the truth exposed for Dandin to gain the
recognition he wants and feels he deserves.

As Shakespeare

observes, the art of deception is one of weaving a very
tangled web.

In Dandin's case, the attempt to expose

deception only serves to further tangle the web and in the
end, succeeds only in entangling himself inextricably from
that same deception he seeks to unmask.
Among the critics who consider George Dandin as a comedie
ballet, Benedicte Louvat grapples more with the question of
genre and the evolution of the comedie-ballet.
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Specifically, Louvat examines the level of integration of
music and dance with dramatic text pointing out that George

Dandin is largely a comedie alternee.

He also compares the

p lay ' s relationship of music and text to that found in Le

Bourgeois gentilhomme, the most tightly integrated of
Moliere' s comedies-ballets.

Meanwhile, Helen Purkis in

"Les intermedes musicaux de George Dandin" discusses the
rapport between the interludes and the dramatic text,
arguing that they are far more integrated than has so far
been shown.

Much of her argument contradicts common

scholarly opinion about the text and the relationship
between text and music.

She takes a much harsher view of

Dandin ' s character and a much more sympathetic view of
Angelique ' s, as she concludes that Dandin "ne veut pas un
mariage heureux", he only wants to humiliate his wife and
garne r sympathy from others ( 6 7 ) .

She also provides an

interesting, albeit too brief, perspective of Dandin ' s
suicide threat, stating that he only considers suicide in
order to enrage Angelique, his wife ( 6 8).

While critics and scholars disagree as to whether or not
Dandin's threat to drown himself should be taken seriously,
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the influence of the interludes has not been taken into
serious account.

Even Gossman and Malachy, who have

discussed Dandin's desire for recognition, have not
considered what part the act or threat of suicide plays in
his search to be recognized or validated by his peers, in
particular by his wife and in-laws.

George Dandin wants to be "somebody, " or more precisely, he
wants to be recognized by others as "somebody . "

His first

attempt to gain this recognition is to marry into a noble
family and therefore better his station in life.

While he

succeeds in gaining a title (de la Dandiniere ) , he is still
looked upon as nothing more than a simple farmer.

His wife

does not take his name, and he is not permitted to refer to
her as "ma femme, " as Monsieur de Sotenville instructs :
Apprenez aussi que vous ne devez pas dire « ma
femme » , quand vous parlez de notre fille... elle est
votre femme ; mais i l ne vous est pas permis de
l'appeler ainsi, et c' est tout ce que vous pourriez
fai re , si vous aviez epouse une de vos parei lles
(I, 4).

His in-laws not only refuse to allow him to address them as
anything other than "Monsieur" and "Madame, " but also keep
a very formal tone to all their dealings with him.

This is

obvious from the very first scene in which Dandin
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approaches the Sotenvilles with his complaints against his
wife.

They are far more troubled by what they consider to

be his lack of manners and civility than they are
interested in anything he has to say .

They first chide him

for launching into his complaint without properly greeting
them:
que vous avez peu de civilite de ne pas saluer les
gens quand vous les aprochez ! ( I , 4 )

they go on to remind him that he is not their equal when he
addresses Madame de Sotenville as "belle-m�re":
Il y a fo rt a dire , et les choses ne s ont pas egales .
apprenez , s'il vous plait , que ce n'est pas a vous a
vous servir de ce mot-la avec une pers onne de ma
condition ; que tout notre gendre que vous soyez , il y
a grande dif ference de vous a nous ( I , 4 ) .

The Sotenvilles are guilty of the same sins as Dandin, if
perhaps to a lesser degree.

As Michael Koppisch points

out, �chacun veut etre different des autres, superieur des
autres, mais cette aspiration finit par les rendre taus
identiques:

ils ont le meme objectif" (77 ).

Belonging to

the "noblesse provinciale, " they too seek a certain
recognition ; and for their obsession, as expressed in their
exchanges with Dandin, are as ridiculous as he .

They lord

their superiori ty over him, taking pleasure in the
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val idation of this superiority through insistences such as
those cited above .

They are the proverbial big fish in a

smal l pond who do not real i z e the larger soci etal
hi erarchy.

Even the ir name is a play on words, re fl ecting

the reaction the court would have to these characters : l es
sots-en-vil l e.

Gossman notes that they are ridiculous

�because they turn the ir gaz e downward instead of upward,
see king recognition from the ir inferiors rather than by
the ir superiors" ( 23 1 ) .

He discusses this decalage of

perspectives -- that of Dandin, that of the Sote nvi l l es,
that of the court audi ence -- at some l ength.

He posits

that "the comedy of a situation is al ways perce ived from a
vantage point that is superior to the situation" ( 23 1 ) .

Dandin wants to be recogni z ed by others, recogni zed as
something more that what he real ly is.

He knows how

others, particularly his in-l aws, perce ive him and wants to
force them to alter that perception.

According to Gossman ,

the Sotenvi l l es " in their anxi ety to affirm their
superiority to Dandin, fai l to se e how others se e them"
( 24 1 ) .

However, this only holds true for those superior to

them or those vi ewing the si tuation from that higher
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vantage point.

Where Dandin is aware of the social

distance between rich farmer and poor nobility, the
Sotenvilles are not aware of or ignore completely the
distance between the noblesse provinciale and the upper
nobility of the court and ultimate superiority of the King.
I t is for this reason that they seek recognition from their
inferiors.

They do not acknowledge a level of society

superior to their own.

They are as Koppisch states "plus

ridicules, plus deraisonnables que leur gendre" ( 77 )
because they are greater victims of their illusions than
Dandin is of his.

Gossman, does not consider it relevant to the comedy that
Clitandre and the courtiers of Versailles, in their
adoration of the monarch, are themselves caught up in a
similar spiral of vanity and illusion (l 5 1-2).
is quite relevant.

However, it

The spiral of vanity and illusion

extends from Dandin to the Sotenvilles to Clitandre and out
into the audience, that is, the world beyond that portrayed
in the play.

In this way, the audience is not only being

reflected in the play or in relationships portrayed in the
play, but also drawn into the play, becoming linked to the
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characters and social hierarchy within the play.

Thus the

fantasy of the theatre spills over and blurs into the
reality of the audience and its world.

The juxtaposition

and interplay of illusion and reality is not only within
the context and confines of the play , but als o between the
play and the real world.

The comedy of the situation

continues outside the fictional world because we ourselves
may be guilty of Dandin's or the Sotenvi lles' sins.

Much

like the Sotenvilles , even while laughing at their folly
one may remain unaware of one's own.

Gossman makes the observation that Moliere's comic
characters all suffer some form of vanity , "all seek to be
recognized by someone" ( 232 ) .

And indeed this quite

clearly illustrated: Dandin , Dom Juan , Sganarelle , Monsieur
Jourdain , Argan.
and plentiful.

The list is long and the examples rich
Dandin distinguishes himself from these

others in his complete failure to obtain recognition.

It

is because of this failure , according to Gossman , that
Dandin arrives at the option of suicide.
There really is 'plus de remede' for Dandin's
troubles. He hates himself because he is not
Sotenville and he hates Sotenville because he is not
Dandin . Irremediably caught up in the spiral of his
own false aspirations, totally unable to disentangle
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himsel f , George really has only one way out -- ' de
s ' aller jeter dans l'eau la tete la premiere ' ( 162 ) .

Surprisingly, Gossman does not consider the possibility of
the suicide, or threat thereof, as a last attempt at
recognition, a variation on the theme of not knowing what
you have until it is gone.

It is highly improbable, that

the Sotenvilles and Angelique would mourn Dandin or
suddenly realize that he really did merit their respect and
equal treatment all along.

I t is likely they would be

thank ful to be rid of the bothersome "caveat" that had to
suffered in order to gain the financial benefits that
marriage to Dandin offered them.

I t is fair to argue that

they would waste little time and expend little energy
thinking about Dandin in anyway at all as it was only his
money that had any value to them from the start.

I t is possible that Dandin, so caught up in the tangled net
of deception and illusion, that spiral of false
aspirations, believes that suicide, in addition to ending
his troubles and providing escape from his bad marriage,
will also give him even one moment of recognition.

One

wonders if he actually believes this as he had foolishly
believed the other illusions into which he willingly
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bought.

Gossman points out that Dandin's passion to be

recogni zed grows , and that the realization that he has
failed to buy recognition does not diminish that passion .
The more it eludes him " the more value it acquires in his
eyes" ( 1 4 8 ) .

The progression of Dandin's passion becomes

clearer as the play progresses.

Having failed at his first attempt to gain recognition - 
the marriage into the Sotenvil le famil y in order to acquire
a title of nobility

Dandin proceeds to plan B.

This

second attempt entails exposing Ange lique's wrongs to her
famil y .

Once the Sotenvil l es acknowledge that she has

wronged him , they must recogni ze him as her husband , and
therefore , an equal.

I f Dandin succeeds , it would mean

recognition not on ly as her husband ( the desired goal ) but
also as her cuckolded husband ( an unavoidable consequence ) .
Being exposed as a cuckold was as undesirable at the time
as it wou ld be today , possibly more so.

Dandin's

willingness to be revealed as such e f fectivel y proves the
extent to which he wil l go to obtain recognition.
attention is better than none at al l.

Negative

As Malachy asserts

in her discussion of Dandin's need for recognition , " i l lui
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faut une identite

a

tout prix, fut-elle negative" (2 9 0 } .

Each of the three acts of the play represents an attempt on
Dandin's part to expose his wife's deception and with each
failure he grows increasingly desperate to succeed and have
his justice.

I n the first act, Dandin learns of the vicomte Clitandre
who has sent a message to Angelique declaring his love for
her and requesting a meeting.

Dandin approaches the

Sotenvilles requesting their intervention on his behalf to
prevent the intended infidelity and to render justice.
More to arrest the potentially dishonorable behavior of
their daughter than as a sign of support for Dandin's
accusations, the Sotenvilles take charge of the situation
giving Dandin the benefit of the doubt :
Nous ne s omme s po int s gens a l a s uppo rt e r dan s de
mauva i se s act ions , et nous s e rons l e s premi e r s , s a
me re e t mo i , a vou s en fa i re la j us t i ce ( I , 4 ) .

The situation comes down to Dandin's word against
Angelique's, which is bolstered by Clitandre's proclamation
of innocence.

He thus meets his first failure, as the

nobles' denials are readily believed over the unsupported
accusations of Dandin.
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This failure, as Gossman pointed

out, only serves to fan the fires and to urge Dandin on
more determinedly to expose the deception and gain his
recognition .

In the second act, Dandin summons the Sotenvilles so that
they might see Angelique and Clitandre together alone, this
Dandin's

way there would be no denying misdeeds as before .

plan is foiled by his wife's maid Claudine who sees him
approach with the Sotenvilles .

Claudine warns the lovers

in time for Angelique to salvage the situation.

In this

case Dandin is not only made to look a like fool, but also
is beaten by his wife for his troubles .

In feigning

rej ection of Clitandre's declarations, Angelique pi c ks up a
" bAton" supposedly to teach Clitandre not to treat a lady
in such fashion but poor Oandin is the intended victim all
along .

The Sotenvilles are not only once again completely

taken in by their daughter's excellent acting skills, but
chide Dandin for not being proud of such an honorable wife.
With this second failure Dandin's determination and
desperation are raised once again.
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The garden scene in Act three presents what would be
Dandin's greatest triumph and final vindication .

As

Angeli que and Claudine sneak out of the house in the middle
of the ni ght, Dandin dresses and follows them sending once
again for the Sotenvilles .
will succeed.

He is certain that this time he

He manages to return to the house, locking

the door so that his deceptive wife and her maid are
trapped outside under questionable circumstances .

All that

remains i s for the in-laws to arrive and assess the truth
of what has transpired over the course of the play.

As

Dandin states, yelling down from the window to his wife:
ma consolation , c'est que je vais �tre venge, et que
votre pere et votre mere seront convaincus maintenant
de la justi ce de mes plaintes, et du dereglement de
votre conduite ( I I I, 6) .

However, Angeli que does not concede so easily.

She uses

every ploy at her disposal to convince Dandin to unlock the
door .

She admits her wrong-doing, pledges to be a good

wife in the future, and swears that such behavior on her
part will never happen again .

She even sheds tears of

remorse but to no avail, as Dandin will have none of it.
His only concern i s for his own recognition and validation.
He cares no more for Angeli que than she does for him, and
this becomes his undoing in this scene.
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Angelique's fi nal

ploy works.

In an obvious ruse, she threatens to kill

herself there on the spot, pointing out to Dandin that all
will assume that he murdered her :
et de ce couteau que voici je me tuerai sur la place .
... On sait de tous cotes nos di fferences , et les
chagrins perpetuels que vous concevez contre moi .
Lorsqu'on me trouvera morte, il n'y aura personne qui
mette en doute que ce ne soit vous qui m'aurez tuee ;
et mes parents ne sont pas gens assurement a laisser
cette mort impunie , et ils en feront sur votre
personne toute la punition que leur pourront of frir
et les poursuivantes de la justice ( III , 8 ) .

The realization that she just might be spiteful enough to
kill herself solely to ensure his punishment is enough to
bring Dandin outside.

He quickly finds the situation

reversed, as Angelique, having ducked inside with Claudine
and locked the door behind her, leaves Dandin out in the
night to be discovered by the Sotenvilles.

This final

failure pushes Dandin to his limit and leads him to
entertain the notion that the only relief to be found is in
death :

go to the river and throw himself in head first.

If this is a last attempt at gaining the recognition he
needs, at least, he will not be present to suffer the
chastisement of the Sotenvilles if he fails.

In a way ,

this option, regardless of the outcome, is truly the only
option at this point.

If he fails to gain recognition,
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even for a moment, he is at least free of an intolerable
marriage.

When we consider George Dandin as a comedie-ballet, the
situation changes.

In the final interlude following

Dandin's suicide threat, Dandin is drawn int� the pastorale
world of wine, dance and song with the shepherds and
shepherdesses.

So his threat to kill himself can no longer

be viewed as a literal suicide, but a retreat into oblivion
where he drowns only his sorrows in wine.

It is also here

in this idyllic world where Dandin finds inclusion.

He is

recognized as a part of the company gathered there and
accepted as a member among the revelers .

Helen Purkis looks briefly at Angelique's suicide threat in
comparison with Dandin's.

While Angelique's threat in the

garden scene is a blatantly empty one, Purkis approaches it
as if it were serious and condemns Dandin for not realizing
what such an act would cost a young woman.

"Toujours

egoiste [ Dandin ] croit qu'elle le ferait pour le faire
pendre" ( Purkis, 67).

First, there is no ambiguity in

Angelique's threat.

It is issued for shock value and to
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trick Dandin into unlocking the door so that she and
Claudine may gain entry into the house before her parents
Second,

arrive and catch her in a compromising situation .
Purkis calls Dandin an "egolste" for believing that
Angelique would take her own life only to ruin his .

Yet

the girl says as much in the scene :
Lorsqu ' on me trouvera morte, il n ' y aura personne qui
mette en doute que ce ne soit vous qui m ' aure z tuee ;
et mes parents... en feront sur votre personne toute la
punition que leur pourront offrir et les poursuites
de la j ustice, ... C' est par-la que j e trouverai moyen de
me venger de vous, et j e ne suis pas la premi ere qui
ait su recourir a de pareilles vengeances ( I I I , 6 ) .

She knows that Dandin has no desi re to be made a fool of
again and her threat hits the one nerve that will fo rce him
to open the door .

She has no intention of committing

suicide, but, the threat is the ace up her sleeve .
One point that Purkis argues, which speaks more di rectly to
the discussion here, is in regards to the connection
between the dramatic text and the interludes, and within
the interludes themselves .

She points out that in the case

of the Bourgeois gent ilhomme , the interludes are directly
tied to the comedy ; however, they are not tied to each
other and have no rapport with each other .

She contrasts

this with the interludes in George Dandin { 63-4 } .

While
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their connection to the play is tenuous, even non-existent
to most critics, they do form a complete work if presented
on their own .

The plot of the pastorale continues neatly

from the prologue to the epilogue.

This should not be

surprising, given that the interludes in George Dandin are
titled separately -- something not seen in the other
comedies-ballets.
revelation.

I n this, Purkis doesn't give us any real

She does suggest this as the reason George

Dandin has not been studied extensively as a comedie
ballet.

Literary critics study the play, largely ignoring

the musical interludes, while musicologists focus on the
pastorale.

Purkis takes the stand that all of Moliere's

comedies-ballets do have a direct rapport between text and
interlude:
Dans chaque comedie-bal let , ... le rapport entre les
intermedes et la comedie , ...est tel lement etroit qu'il
est evident qu'el le a ete con9ue comme un ouvrage
complet . ... Chaque fois , Moliere a aborde d'une fa9on
differente le probleme de la liaison entre les
intermedes et la comedie . Il ne s'est j amais contente
de repeter une solution dej a trouve ( 6 3 ) .

She undertakes the study of the rapport in George Dandin in
order to see what they add to the comedie-ballet (64 ) .
Where I am concentrating on the interludes' effect on the
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final outcome of the play, Purkis laces together these two
elements from start to finish .

Before looking at the

rapport between the two elements of this comedie-ballet, it
is important to discuss what happens in the interludes .
The Grand Divertissement royale is a pastorale, the story
of two shepherdesses, Climene and Cloris, who are being
courted by two shepherds Tircis and Philene .

The prologue

presents the theme of love and this expository scene
describes the situation of the shepherdesses .
overheard two other shepherdesses

Having

discussing their

suffering the "maux cuisants" of love, Cloris and Climene,
fearful of suffering such a fate, reject Tircis and
Philene, begging them not to love them.

The shepherds

plead their case to no avail and exit appropriately
depressed and in despair, prepared to die if their love
will not be accepted and returned.

The first act of the

comedy follows and is interrupted in the final scene by
Cloris who begins the first intermede .

In Couton's

edition, the livret for the Grand Divertissemen t indicates
that there is a short interaction between Dandin, who is at
the end of his monologue in scene 7, and Cloris, who has
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come to lament the death of her rejected amant.

According

to the stage directions in the livret, Dandin leaves the
stage "en colere".

Clearly, he has no interest in the

problems of others, for he is far too consumed by his
desire to right the wrongs perpetrated against him.

At the end of the second act, Dandin has the last word in a
monologue uttered after the exit of Mme Sotenville.

He is

once again interrupted by Cloris who continues her drama.
She now informs Dandin and the audience that Tircis and
Philene are not dead after all, but were saved by six
bateliers who then appear on stage and begin the dance
sequence .

We see from the stage directions that Dandin

stays to hear Cloris' tale before losing patience, leaving
the stage when the bateliers enter.

After the dance of the

bateliers, comes the third and final act of the comedy.

As

in Act I , the final scene of Act I I I is a brief monologue
where Dandin announces his final solution to the troubles
he has encountered :
Ah ! j e l e quitte ma intenant , e t j e n ' y vo i s plus de
remede ; l o r s qu' on a , comme mo i , epou se une me chante
femme , le me i l leur parti qu ' on pui s s e prendre , c ' e s t
de s ' aller j e ter dans l ' eau la tete la premi ere
( III, 8 ) .
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The last interlude the n begins after Dandin's threat to
kill himself with the following indications in the livret :
"un des amis lui conseille de noyer dans le vin toutes ses
inqui�tudes . "

Obviously, he is drawn fully into the

interlude not just as an observer but as a participant .
According to the stage directions, he and his friend2 5 join
the company of shepherds and shepherdesses in their
celebrations .

Purkis ties the interludes to the comedy primarily as a
lesson for Dandin -- lessons that, according to Purkis, he
does not l earn .

Again, there is the idea that Dandin is

too "�golste" to be concerned with others .

Purkis insists

that had Dandin paid attention to Cloris' lament in the
first interlude he would se e the effect "sur une femme,
d'un sacrifice entrepris au nom de l'amour" ( 6 5 ) .

The

problem here is that Dandin's situation does not mirror
that of the bergers .

At this point in the play, he has not

reached the conclusion that suicide is his only option .
25

In Cout on ' s edit ion it is noted that the vers e for that part icul ar
interchange between Dandin and his " friend" has not been conserved .
There i s only the stage di rect ion that a friend o f Dandin ' s advis e s him
to drown his sorrows in wine and with Dandi n j oins the troupe o f love
smitten shepherds and shepherde s s e s as they begin to s i ng and dance and
cel ebrate the joy and power of love . The l i vret text begins with
Clor i s ' invitation to begin the celebrations .
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More important, his threat to commit suicide in Act I I I is
not born out of a desire to escape an unrequited love.
There is no doubt that he does not love his wife.

It is clear that his marriage is one of convenience, or at
least was intended to be, for him and for the Sotenvilles.
N or can it be argued that his intention is to punish his
wife, as he is too focused on himself and his problems.

In

his attempt to expose the misdeeds of his wife, he is not
primarily out to punish her ; rather, he seeks justice and
recognition for himself.
hold.

So Purkis' argument here does not

The other lesson Dandin might take away from the

pastorale is that every act of generosity is repaid in
kind.

I n the second interlude the bateliers, having saved

the two bergers from drowning, dance to express their joy
over the recompense they receive for their good deed.
Dandin's experience has taught him precious little about
generosity.

The Sotenvilles have shown none toward Dandin,

nor has Angelique, nor has Dandin shown any toward them.
One could stretch the definition of generosity to its limit
and argue that Dandin's offer of marriage would generously
enrich the Sotenvilles' bank accounts.
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Nevertheless, the

offer was made with the expectation of recompense,
specifically that of entry into the noble class .

Even this

alleged quasi-generosity was not answered with the agreed
upon repayment.

Dandin reaps no benefit for his pains .

More important, Dandin is not concerned with generosity -
neither given nor received .

His concern is purely selfish .

He demands that j ustice be done, and seeks the recognition
that was part of the marriage contract, at least in his
mind .

He

wants to be right and to see everyone

acknowledge that he is right .

Purkis further ignores the

fact that Angelique bears no love for Dandin and is no more
interested in being a good wife than he is in being a good
husband .

According to the critic, all of Dandin's problems

stem from the way he treats his wife ( 6 6 ) , and she does not
hold Ange lique accountable for her actions and treatment of
Dandin in the least .

But what of the question of suicide ?

Purkis takes Ang elique's threat in the garden scene
seriously, not allowing for the possibility that this could
be an empty threat.

Ang e lique is as " e goiste" as Dandin

and has most cleverly contrived at each turn to ensure her
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perceived innocence.

In the garden scene , she is not

sacrificing herself for love, rather, as Purkis suggests,
she attempts - - successfully - - to avoid disgrace ( 6 7 ) .
However, she does this by the threat alone, for she does
not want to sacrifice herself in any way for any reason.
She knows that the odds are in her favor and that the
threat alone will accomplish her goal.

As for Dandin' s

threat of suicide, Purkis has little comment other than to
say that his reason for drowning himself would be simply to
enrage his wife.

However, going back to Dandin's egoism

and his own words in that final scene, it is clear that he
is, as always, self-centered.

His desire is to end what

has become an intolerable situation.

Paradox ically, the comedie-ballet, complete with
interludes, offers a very different ending, not only to the
play but to Dandin's problems.
Dandin does not commit suicide.

I n the come die-ballet,
As noted earlier, he is

taken off to j oin the pastorale where he will drown his
sorrows in wine and song.

From a conventional standpoint,

this is a more trad itional ending for a comedy.

While

there is no marriage, there is a crowded stage full of
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revelers and celebration.

Juxtaposed with the exclusion

and isolation Dandin has faced in the three acts of the
play, is his inclusion into the happy society of the
shepherds.

As Northrop Frye states in his discussion of

the mythos of Spring and comic fictional modes, "the
tendency of comedy is to include as many people as possible
in its final society" and "often includes a scapegoat
ritual of expulsion which gets rid of some irreconcilable
character" (165) .

In the case of George Dandin, the title

character is at once the scapegoat expulsed from the noble
society into which he desperately seeks inclusion and
acceptance.

At the same time, in the end, he is the

central character who finally finds inclusion and
acceptance into the idealized society of the pastorale.

In

addition to satisfying most o f the conventions of
seventeenth century, the interlude ' s happy ending also
serves to juxtapose fantasy and reality.
In Dandin' s world, he is still disdained and despised by
his wife and in-laws.

It is only in the fantastical world

of the pastorale that he finds his happy ending.

But,

drowning one ' s sorrows in wine is hardly a happy
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resolution, at least not in the long term .

The audience is

left to wonder what will happen when Dandin sobers up .

But

as Shaw points out in his discussion of Moliere's comic
endings, the " deliberately contrived endings underline the
gulf between art and reality . By exaggerating the
artificiality of his denouements [ Moliere ] is paying lip
service to the convention of the happy ending" ( 133 ) .
Nowhere else in Moliere's work is there a better example of
this .

The seriousness of the comedy is offset by the

light-hearted tone of the interludes, particularly the
final interlude.

As the desperation of Dandin becomes more

and more serious and weighty with each act, so the
exuberance and gaiety of the interludes increases from
interlude to interlude.

In the end, the aud ience, like

Dandin, is drawn into the celebration and fantasy of the
final i nterlude and is suff iciently distracted by the
dancers and music and the frivolous dispute between Bacchus
and Amour that the dark ominous tones of Dandin's final
remarks are all but forgotten .

When performed for the general public without the
interludes, we lose that balance of weight and levity, of
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dark and light.

We also lose all of the conventions met in

that final interlude.

Act III ends with no celebration, no

sense of completion or inclusion, no resolution.

There is

no frivolous pastorale fantasy to break up the storm clouds
that have gathered since the opening of the play.
of a crowded stage, there is only Dandin.

Instead

If a full stage

indicates completion and inclusion and shared good fortune,
then a lone character would indicate exclusion, isol ation
and a sense of misfortune.

The audience does not have to

take Dandin's word for it, his isolation and misfortune are
clearly seen throughout the pl ay.

Shaw also points out in

his analysis of these endings that, "al l the usual
trappings of the comedy denouement are missing" (13 8 } .
Without the interludes the audience is left to wonder if
Dandin is issuing a statement of intent or if his threat is
an empty one.

There is no clear sense of what Dandin wil l

do, what his future holds.

This ambiguity is perhaps the

gravest breach of comic conventions yet.
As mentioned in my introduction, Dandin's suicide would be
a break in the continuity of his character.

Dandin has met

with failure at every attempt to gain recognition.

It
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would be un l i ke l y , given h i s track r e cord , that h e re a l l y
ki l l h ims e l f .

Joan Crow bring s i n the argumen t that Dand i n

i s unor i g i n a l a n d that s ource s for h i s i de a to drown
h ims e l f in the river can be tra ced ba c k s eve r a l centur i e s .
She a l s o poi n t s t o the popu l a r i t y o f the "ma l -ma r i � " theme .
According t o Crow , th i s r emove s Da ndin from t h e role o f
s o l i t a r y f i gure a n d ma ke s h im p a r t o f a l ong tradi t ion .
Howeve r , t a king into a ccount h i s ego i sm and se l f - c e n t e r ed
de s pe r a t i on , i t is qu i t e plausible that his tunn e l vi s i on
has na r rowed to the po int that he wi l l go t o the r i ve r and
carry out h i s thre at .

Hi s own words , " j e l e qu i t t e " and

" j e n ' y voi s plus de rem�de " , reve a l that he a t l a s t
real i z e s t h e fu t i l i t y o f h i s de s i re for j u s t i ce and for
nobi l i t y .

He has t r i e d everything i n h i s power t o gain

status and re cogni t i on and f a i led s o that onl y s u i c i de i s
l e ft .

Th i s rea l i zat i on coupled with the l a c k o f

unde r s t andi ng a s t o how to c ome t o t e rms w i t h h i s f a i lur e s ,
h i s ma r ri a ge , and h i s l i f e l e ad one to t a ke h i s threat
s e r i ous l y .

U l t imat e l y , there i s no one answer , no

re s o l u t i on i n the play wi thout the i n t e rlude s .

To s a y that

the play i s a t ragedy i n comedy' s c l oa k , or , a s Al exandra
Kami n s ka sugge s t s in the i n t roduct i on t o her tran s l a t ion of
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Quinault's The Indi s cree t Lover, that it is a comedy only
in the "temporary meaning of the word" ( l l ) is to miss again
the opportunity to explore Mol iere's concept and philosophy
of comedy.

In his discussion of Moliere's comic vision,

Moore points out that nothing is gained from putting "so
mercurial a showman" in a straitj acket and demanding he be
either grave or gay.

He further states that George Dandin

makes Moliere's comedy unique in its combination of the
grave and the gay ( New Cri t i ci sm, 1 3 1 - 1 3 3 ) .

To get the full

impact of Moliere's genius here, the inclusion of the
interludes is necessary in order to see that combination of
gravity and gaiety .

They add not only a much needed levity

to the wor k , creating a more balanced whole, but they also
add layers of depth and meaning, so that the balance is not
j ust between the grave and the gay, but also between
fantasy and reality .
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Chapter 5

Le Ma1ade imaginaire

Le Malade imaginaire is a medical satire, and, as such,
critics focus a lot of attention on Moliere's portrayal of
doctors and the medical arts with an eye to deciphering his
personal opinions on the subject.

Moore, in his New

Criticism, disregards this type of research stating that
the plays are not reliable social satires, and that one
cannot know "how distorted is Moliere's picture ... of medical
practice...in his own day" ( 19).

Here I am not concerned

with uncovering Moliere's personal opinions, but with the
theme of death and its relationship to the medical theme.

Le Malade imaginaire not only reveals and explores Argan's
fear of illness and death, but also the relationship
between death and the medical arts.

It is equally

important to examine how the musical interludes relate to
these themes, and what parallels (if any) may be drawn
between this play and other comedies-ballets like George

Dandin and the Bourgeois gentilh omme.
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As discussed in the second chapter, the comedie-ballet was
a developing genre, and, as such, there was a great deal of
variation in the level of integration between written text
and musical interludes.

Structurally, there are many

similarities between Le Malade imaginaire and the Bourgeois
gen tilhomme.

Besides examining the similarities, one must

also examine the structural differences between this play
and George Dandin, as well as the differences in the
relation of text and interlude.

Of particular note is the

fact that the interludes in Le Malade imaginaire, unlike in
the case of George Dandin, were not omitted, despite
financial and other restrictions.

As with Moliere's other comedies-ballets, Le Malade
imaginaire was originally to be performed before the court.
In 1 67 2, Lully obtained sole rights to create and oversee
an Academy of Music.

He began putting strict restrictions

on the use of musicians and singers in theatrical
performances other than his own 3 4 •

His ambition caused

confl ict in his collaboration with Moliere, resulting in
34 Lully received patent letters in March 1 672 and immediately forbid
any musical work to be performed without his permission . He also set a
limit on the number of singers (6) and musicians (12) that could be
used in a performance. He would amend this to two singers and 6 violins
in April 1 67 3.
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their split .

As Couton points out in t he Notice to his

edition o f the play , had Moliere col laborat ed with Lul ly ,
Lully would have retained excl usive righ ts not only to his
music , but to the entire work ( 108 1 ) .

For t his last

comedie -bal l e t , Moliere turned to Marc-Antoine Charpentier
to be his col laborator .

It was also Lully who kept Le

Malade imaginaire from opening be fore the King as was
original ly planned.

Instead , the play opened for the

general publ ic at the Palais Royal on 1 0 February 1 6 73 with
Moliere in the tit l e rol e.

The court did not see a

performance until 18 July 1 6 74 , over a year after the
dramatist ' s death.

In its first representation ( 1 6 7 3 ) , the play was per formed
in its entirety -- intermedes and all -- despit e t he
expense this added t o the budget .

In the end it would not

be budge tary constraints that af fected the inclusion of the
int ermedes , but the constraints put on theatrical
productions by Lul l y.

Whil e int ermedes were not omit ted

from per formances , as was t h e case wit h George Dandin and
ot h ers, they underwent drastic changes .

Nowhere is t his

more evide nt than in the prologue of Le Malade imaginaire.
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The original prologue was a lavishly set pastoral affair
praising the King and declaring his glory with song and
dance.

There are eight characters/singers, a "troupe" of

shepherds and shepherdesses, and an undetermined number of
musicians.

The play's first run would be a short one.

Moliere, who was already in poor health at the time, took
ill during the fourth performance on 17 February and died
at his home that same night.

Le Malade imaginaire would

not resume performances until March of that year.

With

Lully's most recent restrictions on the number of singers
and musicians, in April the troupe was forced to substitute
a new, shorter prologue and simplify the intermedes
accordingly.

Significantly, this second prologue was

related to the theme of the play, whereas the first was
performed solely as a louange to the King.

In the new

prologue, a shepherdess laments the loss of her "amoureux
martyre" and disavows the medical profession saying a
doctor's "plus haut savoir n'est que pure chimere . "
As for the structure of this comedie-ballet, it is similar
to that of George Dandin insofar as it, too, is preceded by
a prologue and each act is followed by a musical interlude.
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But, unlike George Dand in, the interludes are more closely
integrated into the whole of the action.

The first

interlude is the only one that might be omitted without
interrupting the flow of the play.

Act I ends with

Toinette agreeing to send Polichinelle to warn Angelique's
lover Cleante of the impending arranged marriage.

The

interrnede, which follows, shows Polichinelle's comic
encounters with a group of violins and then the Guet while
going to serenade his mistress.

As this intermede offers

no more than a comical divertissement, it was often omitted
from performances.

The other two involve the characters

from the comedy and therefore figure directly into the
action.

In contrast to George Dand in, an omission of these

intermedes would seriously compromise the continuity of the
play.

The second intermede is the dance of the Egyptians,

which Beralde has summoned to entertain his brother.

The

final intermede is the grand ceremony where Argan is
initiated into the medical profession, described as "une
ceremonie burlesque d'un homme qu ' on fait medecin en recit,
chant, et danse" in the livret.

Again, there is a distinct

contrast with George Dand in as to the necessity of
including the intermedes in performance.
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Critics point to parallels between Le Mal ade imagina ire and
the Bourgeoi s gen t i lhomme, noting that the latter has far
more integration of comedy with music and dance than any of
Moliere's other comedies-ballets .

Indeed, the elements are

so tightly connected as to be inseparable .

In Le Ma l ade

imagina ire the medical arts take the place held by the fine
arts in the Bourgeoi s gen t ilhomme.

Jourdain's maitre

a

danse and maitre de musique are replaced by Argan's doctors
and chemists .

Necessarily, there is, in Le Ma l ade

imagina ire, less integration of comedy, music, and dance
because the theme of music and dance, prevalent throughout
the Bourgeois gen t ilhomme, only occurs in Le Mal ade
imagina ire as a function of the interludes.

Even so, each

intermede in Le Ma l ade imagina ire is in some way tied to
the action of the play, and those ties grow increasingly
strong from the first intermede to the third .

Unlike the

first intermede, which can easily be omitted, the third
intermede is crucial in that it contains the initiation
ceremony, the point to which everything in the play leads.
The real denouement culminates in this final intermede.
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Thematically, in both the Bourgeoi s gen t i lhomme and Le

Mal ade imaginaire we have a father absorbed in and obsessed
with his folly.

Equally, both Jourdain and Argan insist

upon marrying their daughters to the suitor who meets their
needs rather than the suitor the daughter loves.
wants his daughter Angelique to marry a doctor.

Argan
He first

chooses Thomas Diafoirus as his daughter's intended;
however, he later consents to a marriage between Angelique
and Cle ante , with the stipulation that Cleante become a
doctor.

A son-in-law /doctor would have a familial

obligation to cater to Argan's hypochondria and ensure his
continued treatment.

Jourdain, unlike Argan and his Thomas

Dia foirus , does not have a specific suitor in mind for his
daughter Lucile.

He simply requires that her suitor be a

"gentilhomme, " thus elevating himself and his family to the
level of nobility .

Much like Dandin, Jourdain desperately

seeks inclus ion in the noble class, to rise above -- even
denying 3 5

--

his bourgeois roots.

35 In Act I I I s cene 1 2 the Jourdains argue ove r M . Jourdain' s
i n s i stence that his daughter marry a " genti lhornrne . " Mme Jourdain
point s out that their parents were bourgeoi s , merchant s in fact . M .
Jourdain responds " Si vot re pere a et e marchand, tant pis pour lui ;
ma is pour l e mien , ce sent des malavi ses qui di s ent cela . " He refuses
t o own up t o hi s own heritage a s the s on of a merchant so desperate is
he to be seen as part o f the nobi l i t y . This a l s o ma kes it easy for
Covi e l l e as the emi s s a ry o f the Grand Turc ( Cleonte ) to win M. Jourda in
ove r , by claiming t o have known him as an infant and to have been a
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The other stri king and often rema r ke d s imi l a r i t y between Le
Ma l a de ima gina ire and the Bourgeois gen tilhomme is in the
ceremon i e s burle sque s :

Argan ' s medical i n i t i a t i on ( th i rd

intermede ) , and Jourda in ' s ceremoni e turque where he i s
given the t i t l e "mamamouch i " ( fourth intermede ) .

Whi l e

s t ructura l l y para l l e l , they function di f feren t l y in t h e i r
re spect ive play .

I n Argan ' s c a s e , the i n i t i a t i on i s the

culminat ion o f the play :

i t free s C l e ante and Angel ique t o

marry and free s Argan from hi s dependence o n h i s doctor s ,
i f not from h i s need for attent i on .

The ce remoni e turque ,

unl i ke the medi cal ini t i a t ion , i s not the fina l intermede
of the play .

Wh i l e giving Jourdain the i l lu s i on of

attaining nob l e s tanding , i t doe s not resolve comp l e t e l y
the probl em o f the l ove r s Luci le and Cl eonte .

The final

re s olut i on is s i gnal e d in the f i fth and f ina l intermede ,
the bal let of nation s .
Crit i c s tend to focus on Le Ma l a de ima gina ire a s a means to
uncover Mol i e re ' s per s onal views on the medi cal profe s s i on ,
a s a medical s a t i re .

Unl i ke our t ime s , doctors of the

seventeenth century were too o ften precipita t or s o f death ,
great friend o f hi s father who was known to be a " fort honnete
gent ilhomme " ( IV , 3) .
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if not the outright cause.
as the disease.

Treatments could be as deadly

This image of doctors as angels of death

more than healers is reflected throughout the play and is
clearly stated in the arguments of Beralde:
Ils savent la plupart de fort belles humanites,
savent parler en beau latin, savent nommer en grec
toutes les maladies, les definir et les diviser ;
mais , pour ce qui est de les guerir, c'est ce qu'ils
ne savent point du tout . . .. toute l' excellence de leur
art consiste en un pompeux galirnatias, en un specieux
babil, qui vous donne des mots pour des raisons , et
des prornesses pour des ef fets (III, 3 ) .

Yet despite this image, Argan looks to doctors and their
prescribed treatments as the key to fighting off his
maladies and warding off death.

For him, doctors have

become icons of salvation, his only hope to escape death.
Ironically, the doctors' healing powers have no more
substance than the illness from which he believes he must
be healed.

It is because Argan has given doctors such power, believing
that they hold sway over whether he lives or dies, that
doctor Purgon's curse in Act I I I throws Argan into a state
of near hysteria.

Mistakenly believing that his patient

has refused a treatment, Purgon resigns as Argan's
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physician, uttering the following threats which to Argan ' s
ears amount to the deadliest curse :
j e vous abandonne a vot re mauva i se con s t i tution , a
l ' int empe rie de vo s ent rai l le s , a la corrupt i on de
votre s ang , a l ' acrete de vo tre b i l e et a l a
feculence de vo s humeurs . ... et j e veux qu ' avant qu' i l
s o i t quatre j ours vous deveni e z dans un etat
incurable . ... que vou s tomb i e z dans la bradypep s i e ... de
la bradypeps ie dans la dyspep s i e ... de la dyspep s i e
dans l ' apep s i e ... d e l ' apep s i e dans la l i ente rie ... de l a
l iente rie dans la dys enterie ... d e l a dys enterie dans
l ' hydropi s i e... de l ' hydrop i s i e dan s la privat ion de la
vie , ou vou s aura conduit votre fo l i e ( I I I , 5 ) .

While his curse sounds more like the rantings of an
incompetent quack so overstuffed with self-importance that
he cannot tolerate anything that so much as hints at
doubting or questioning his j udgment, he does have one
brief shining moment of potentially premonitory
illumination .

It will be Argan ' s folly that kills him .

Certainly for Purgon, Argan ' s folly is the questioning the
supreme wisdom of such a physician as himself and the
refusal to follow his prescribed treatment .

However, it is

Argan's true folly, his hypochondria and his fear that will
be the death of him.

Maybe not in the four days predicted

by Purgon, but there is left hanging in the air the
understanding that whenever death does come, Argan will
have only his own folly to blame .

The relationships that

must be considered reach beyond physical illness and death,
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as well as the relationship of recognition and death.

As

with Dom Juan and George Dandin , the theme of death has
been linked in some way with that of recogni tion .

Both Dom

Juan and Dand i n sought out recogni tion, each i n his own
way.

Argan is no di f ferent.

I n George Dandin, Dandin seeks recognition from his i n-laws
and, by extension aristocrati c soci ety, as their equal .
Dom Juan wants to be recogni zed by all as superior to
everyone .

In Le Mal ade imaginaire , Argan does not seek

ac ceptance into a certain soc ietal class, nor does he seek
inclusion -- not even in "becoming " a doctor.

Argan wants

to be recogni zed by Toinette, Angeli que, and the other nay 
sayers as truly ill.

I t is only i n this desperate

insistence on his illness and the need for all of his
medicines and treatments that he is truly ali ve and able to
keep death at bay.

It is also his " illness" that

distinguishes him as an i ndivi dual .

Where Dandin sought

inclusion, Argan seeks distinction .

In this way, Argan

more closely resembles Dom Juan, as both desire the
distinction to be seen as di f ferent _ ( in Juan's case,
better ) than everyone else.
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I f Argan were not si c k - - fear

of death aside -- he would be j ust like everyone else.

He

would disappear into the sea of humanity and cease to be
unique which, for Argan, is as good as being dead.

His

hypochondria allows the assertion of individuality.

This

desire for distinction as a unique individual may also
figure into his fear of death.
than j ust life.

In death Argan loses more

He loses his individuality.

J . T. Stoker in his article "Argan ' s Sickness" posits that
Argan may not have been only a hypochondriac.

He examines

the various symptoms given in the text and comes to the
conclusion that Argan may have indeed been suffering from
uncontrolled diabetes.

As a diabetic himsel f, Stoker took

the symptoms described in the play and recognized them as
symptoms of this condition.

This is an interesting theory

and certainly, as Stoker points out, Moliere ' s "knowledge
of the doctors of his time and their practices must have
given him plenty of experience of symptoms of various
patients" ( 1 24 ) .

However, this is beside the point.

Whether Argan was purely a hypochondriac or whether he was
an uncontrolled diabetic has no effect on his desire to be
recognized nor does it add anything to the comedy.

If
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anything, it would detract from the comic aspects of Argan
and his determination to assert his uniqueness.

In

accepting Stoker's assessment that Argan is a diabetic, the
reader/spectator is more likely to feel sympathy for this
poor old man whose doctors humor him and prescribe legions
of medicines and treatments.

Even his family does not

realize that he does indeed have a serious medical
condition and ridicule him as a hypochondriac .

He would

definitely lose some of his comic edge .

It is important to keep in mind that the argument that
Argan is really an uncontrolled diabetic applies only to
the modern audience/reader.

Stoker himself states that

diabetes is an illness of which seventeenth-century
physicians would have had only slight knowledge, and it is
only in light of recent medical discoveries that such an
analysis of Argan's symptoms would lead to such a
diagnosis.

A seventeenth-century audience would never make

such a connection even if we allow that Moliere used
diabetic symptomology as the model for Argan ' s illness
real or imagined.
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Even a modern audience would have to pay

very close attention and connect all the symptoms to reach
the same diagnosis as Stoker.

Stoker also believes that there is "certainly no shadow of
doubt in Argan's own mind that he is sick, " (1 22) noting
that Argan speaks of his illness as absolute fact and, at
times, he is enraged by those who refuse to acknowledge
that he is really sick.

There is no doubt that Argan holds

to the veracity of his illness, but it is the failure of
those others to believe him that is important.

It is not

enough that Argan believes himself to be ill, or that his
doctors validate that belief -- even if only out of some
mercenary motive.

The "reality" of his illness must be

accepted, recognized, and validated by those around him.
There must be no shadow of doubt in his world, not just in
his mind.

By affirming his infirmity, those around him

collectively affirm his individuality, something he is
incapable of doing for himself.

In the opening scene of the comedy we see Argan alone
engaged in a monologue inventorying his various
prescriptions and treatments and their costs.

It is the
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only scene in which he is alone on stage, and yet he makes
the comment "on me laisse touj ours seul; il n ' y a pas moyen
de les arreter ici" ( I , 1 ) .
need for an audience .

This reveals his de�ire and his

He begins to ring a bel l to summon

Toinette and, if forced, to cry out in order to get her
In the process, his anger and frustration at

attention.

this lack of attention mounts:
I l s n ' entendent point , et ma sonnette ne fa i t pas
a s se z de brui t . Dre l in , dre l i n , dre l in : point
d ' a f fa i re . Dre l i n , dre l in , dre l i n : ils sont sourds .
To inette ! Dre l i n , dre l i n , dre l i n : tout comme s i j e ne
sonna i s point . Chienne , coqui ne ! Dre l in , drel i n ,
dre l in : j ' enrage . (Il ne sonne pl us ma i s il
cri e . ) Dre l i n , dre l in , dre l in : ca rogne , a tous le s
diabl es ! E s t - i l po s s ible qu ' on la i s s e comme cela un
pauvre ma lade tout seul? Dre l i n , dre l i n , dre l i n :
vo i la qui est pi toyable ! Dre l in , dre l i n , dre l i n : ah ,
rnon Dieu ! i l s me la i s s e ront i ci mou ri r ( I , l ) .

It is the absence of attention - - even negative attention
is better than none - - that wil l precipitate his death it
would seem.

Without an audience to play to, Argan is lost .

He risks falling into a state of nonexistence as
frightening as death because no one is there to reflect or
validate his existence as an individual.

According to

Roxanne Lalande :
He needs the gaze o f othe rs to s ubstant iate h i s
be ing . . .. The ma soch i s t i c procl ivity o f Argan , fo r whom
i l lne s s i s a ve ritable s ource o f pl e a s ure , a means
whe reby to become the center o f attent ion in a ci rcle
of activity o f his own creat ion ( 8 4 ) .
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If he cannot get the recognition he seeks from Toinette and
Angelique he can at least satisfy his need for attention by
drawing theirs through his alleged illness and helplessness
or, as Lalande states, "merely attention-getting artifices"
( 84 ) .

We first see an example of Argan' s artifices in Act

I scene 3.

After informing Angelique of his plan to marry

her to a doctor, Thomas Diafoirus, Toinette takes up
Angelique's cause resulting in a heated argument where
Argan chases her around his chair threatening to beat her
with his cane.

He realizes that he is fighting a losing

battle and so retreats into his old game of the helpless,
wea k invalid :
Argan se j e t te da ns sa cha i se , e tan t l a s de couri r
apres el l e : Ah ! ah ! j e n ' en pui s plus . Vo i la pour me
fa i re mour i r ( I , 3 ) .

In the next scene, where his wife Beline enters, he
continues the game at full throttle knowing he will find a
sympathetic audience in her :
Vene z - vous -en ici a mon secours . . .. On vient de me
met t re en cole re ! ... Vot re coquine de Toinette e s t
devenue plus insolente que j ama i s . .. .E l l e m' a f a i t
en rage r , mami e ... Elle a cont reca rre , une heure durant ,
les cho ses que j e veux fa i re . ... Et a eu l ' e f fronte rie
de me di re que je ne sui s po int ma l ade . ... cette
coquine - l a me fera mour i r ( I , 4 ) .

The entire exchange between husband and wife sounds more
like an overindulgent mother - - however insincere her
12 9

indulgence may be - - and a whining, pouty, spoiled child
who throws tantrums whenever he does not get his way.

Argan's attempt to wring sympathy and attention continues
with his brother Beralde .

When Beralde enquires after

Argan's health, Argan answers:
fort mal . ... je suis dans une faiblesse si grande que
cela n'est pas croyable . . .. je n' ai pas seulement la
force de pouvoir parler ( II, 9 ) .

This final scene in Act I I is followed by the dances o f the
Egyptiens that Beralde has brought to cheer up his brother.
For Argan, there is no compunction regarding this play
acting and he must be somewhat conscious of what he is
doing.

I t is not plausible that he should one minute be

raging at Toinette and chasing her around and then the next
suddenly be so weak and frail as to beg his wife to come to
his aide and protect him from Toinette's insolence without
some awareness of the game he is playing.

This is not to

say that all his claims of illness are play-acting.

He

does believe he is ill ; his fear of death is real, as is
his desperate need for attention and recognition.

He is

not above exploiting his alleged illness with play-acting
and a little embellishment in order to further fulfill
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those other needs .

Among this artifice there are also two

instances of feigned death.

In Act I I I scene 8, Louison

plays dead after Argan has interrogated her regarding the
exchange between Cleante and Angelique that she witnessed.
Argan threatens to beat her for lying and Louison counters
by playing dead to avoid this punishment:

"Ah ! mon p�re,

vous m'avez blessee . Attendez: je suis morte.

contrefait la morte) " (I I I, 8).

(Elle

By playing on his terror of

death and turning his own game against him, Louison
successfully escapes a beating and diffuses her father's
anger.

The second and more significant instance of a character
"playing dead" comes in Act I I I scene 1 1 when it is Argan
himself who is persuaded to feign death in order to unmask
the true sentiments of first Beline, and then Angelique.
I llusion must be fought with illusion and oddly enough it
is the layering and juxtaposing of illusion here that
unmasks the truth.

The truth sought in this scene is the

sincerity, or lack thereof, of Beline's affections for
Argan.

Beralde is exasperated by his brother's blindness

to her true motives:
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j e ne puis vous souffrir l'entetement ou vous etes
pour elle , et voir que vous donniez tete baissee dans
tous les pieges qu'elle vous tend ( III , 1 1 ) .

By pretending to take Argan's side Toinette is easily able
to convince him that by feigning death Beline's true
emotions will be revealed and Beralde will see his error.
Of course, the result is Beline's true emotions do reveal
themselves, but it is Argan who is forced to see his error,
not Beralde.

Beline's game is revealed, her mask

shattered, her power destroyed.

Rene Pommier, in his article "Argan et le ' Danger de
contrefaire le mort', " addres ses Argan's surprising
willingnes s to "contrefaire le mort" despite his fear of
death.

The critic begins from the attitude that Argan's

willingnes s goes against the logic of the character and is
p resent out of a pure neces sity of plot.

He cites Robert

Garapon who held this opinion as well :
Il est indispensible qu ' Argan consentit a faire le
mort, ce qui va directement contre toute
vraisemblance psychologique ... Seulement le denouement
commande , et ce n'est pas la premiere fois que
Moliere a du lui sacrifier quelque peu la
vraisemblance ( 92 7 ) .

From there, Pommier goes on to explore how this may not be
such a shocking breach of vraisemblance as Garapon as serts.
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He outlines three "givens" or points that allow Argan,
despite his fear, to quickly agree to play dead .

His first

given is Toinette's clever manner of suggesting such a ruse
and of focusing on the benefits Argan will gain from
it ( 9 29 ) .

His third point is that Argan has already

witnessed Louison's play-acting and saw clearly that no
harm came to her from feigning death (9 31 ) .
Instead of Toinette's powers of persuasion or Louison's
example, it is the second supposition that strikes at the
heart of the matter and that is the issue of recognition
and Argan's desire to be seen as unique.

For Pommier, it

is not a given that because of his fear of death Argan will
only be repulsed by the idea of playing dead.

There is the

possibility that such an idea would be enticing .
S i Argan es t un mal ade imaginaire, ce n'es t pas
seulement par peur de la mort : comme c'es t souvent le
cas , i l cherche aus s i a se rendre interes s ant, a se
donner de l' importance a ses propres yeux et a ceux
des autres ... la mort es t un excel lent moyen de se
rendre interes s ant, de se donner de l' importance, du
moins pas s agerent ( 9 3 0 ) .

Argan's willingness to feign death shows the degree to
which his need for attention and recognition subjugate even
the fear of death.

In playing dead Argan is not only the

focus of attention, but has the added satisfaction -- or so
13 3

he thinks -- of proving himself right in regards to Beline.
If he cannot convince his brother that he is truly ill,
then he can at least claim a small victory on this issue.
Unfortunately, it does not work out that way .

Not only are

Argan's illusions about his wife shattered, but
serendipitously, so are his illusions about Angelique.
Ang elique approaches shortly after Beline's departure and
Toinette, in the vein of " while we're at it, " suggests that
they perform the same ruse on Angelique:
j ' entends votre f i l l e : remette z -vous comme vous
e t ie z , et voyon s de que l l e man i e re elle recevra votre
mo rt . C ' e s t une cho se qu ' il n' e s t pas mauva i s
d' eprouve r ; et pui s que vous e t e s e n t ra in , vous
connaitre z par lA les sent iments que vot re fami lle a
pour vous ( I I I , 1 2 ) .

Unlike Beline's case, Angelique ( and later Cleante ) does
not intentionally adopt a false mask to be exposed and
shattered by Argan's ruse.

In this case , it is the mask

Argan imposed on her or the filter through which he saw her
that is shattered.

Also, it is in seeing the sincere

affection that Angeli que has for him, as well as that which
she and Cleante have for each other, that he finally
consents to thei r marriage on the condition that Cl eante
become a doctor.
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With Argan's dependence on Beline broken, the only thing
left is his dependence on doctors.

Where he has

transferred all of the power of life and death onto his
doctors, turning them into icons, there must now be a
restoration of self-empowerment to cut the bonds of slavery
to the medical profession.

Again it is through carefully

layered illusion that this will be accomplished.

Argan

must himself become a doctor thereby taking back control
over his health and his life .

In becoming a doctor -- even

if it is only an illusion -- Argan gains the attention and
recognition he has sought.

For that moment at least, no

one is opposing the identity he proj ects.

He achieves his

importance and distinction as a " doctor" where he could not
as a hypochondriac.

He is validated by the others and, for

the first time, is given the power to validate himself as a
unique individual.

As Beralde states : "la cornmodite sera

encore plus grande, d'avoir en vous tout ce qu'il vous
faut" ( I I I, 14 ) .

There is a potential for il lusion and

reality to meet, a chance that in believing a new illusion,
Argan will come closer to aligning with reality.

I f he

believes that he will now have vast medical knowledge ( an
illusion } and, therefore, be able to diagnose and cure
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himself, then he is closer to believing that he has within
himsel f everything that he needs (reality ) .

The comedy ends with the ceremonie burlesque, where Argan
receives the "robe" and "bonnet" of the medical profession .
The obstacles are removed and the lovers are free to wed
with Argan's consent .

Or is it?

On the literal plane,

Argan is now more dangerous than ever.

As his illusions

regarding doctors and the medical arts have not been
shattered, he believes himself to possess the same powers
to heal as those he believed Purgon and Diafoirus to have.
However, he is even less competent a doctor than they.

If

Argan were now to attempt to treat himself, he would surely
do more harm than good and in all li kelihood, would end up
killing himself.

In the end, knowledge here is ignorance

and it is this ignorance, this final folly that may well be
the death of him.

This would fulfill Purgon's curse in Act

I I I: " ...la privation de la vie, ou vous aura conduit votre
folie" (I I I, 5 ) .

But i f we look at the figurative , metaphorical plane, and
we go back to the idea of recognition and validation, then
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we have a brighter view of the situation .

We also have

some hope that Argan ' s folly may yet prolong his life even
if it does, in the end, end his li fe.

Argan has his

recognition and with his newly acquired doctor ' s trappings
can better keep death and his fears at bay .

As in George

Dand in, we have in the final intermede the triumph of
fantasy over reality and, in that, a happy ending.

This is

all the more true here because all of the players willingly
abandon themselves to the comedy.

As Be ralde states in the

final scene before the ceremony:
ce n ' est pas tant le j ouer, que s' accommoder a ses
fanta isies . Tout ceci n' est qu' entre nous . Nous y
pouvons aussi prendre chacun un personnage, et nous
donner ainsi la comedie les uns aux autres . Le
carnava l autorise cela ( I I I , 1 4 ) .

So in this final intermede we see not j ust the happy
resolution to the play, traditional in a comedy, but also
the liberating power of comedy in action as it works its
magic on the characters.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUS ION

As we have demonstrated, there is neither remorse nor
epiphany in any of the three plays discussed here .

So the

theory that there are no conversions in Moliere's
characters would seem to hold true :

Dom Juan goes

unrepentant into the fires of Hell ; Sganarelle bemoans his
lost wages, but fails to grasp the broader implications of
Dom Juan's fate ; Dandin regrets the ends, but fails to see
the error of the means .

The problem, as Dandin sees it, is

that his wife is mean and unfaithful, not that he bought
her in an attempt to buy himself nobility -- and a
ridiculous version of it at that .
particularly interesting conundrum.

As for Argan, we find a
In keeping with the no

conversions theory, he does not ever see the error of his
ways.

He does not own up to the games and the play-acting

he has employed to gain the attention and validation he
desires.

He does not come around to share Beralde's views

on medicine and the medical profession .

Instead of making

icons of doctors, he transfers that power to the trappings
o f medicine, the "robe" and "bonnet, " whi ch he now
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possesses, therefore, by extension, transferring the power
to himself.

As with Dandin, there is a confusion between

appearances and reality.

All one has to do is take on a

noble name, add a "de" in front of it, and true nobility is
sure to follow ; or put on a doctor's robes and babble some
pseudo-Latin nonsense, and true medical knowledge and
healing abilities wil l be instil led.
Admittedly, Argan does have something unique.

He has the

opportunity for freedom these other characters do not have.
In order to seize that freedom, he must acknowledge, not
the false medical power, but the power to recognize and
validate himsel f as a unique individual.

He must do this

in order to gain that freedom, and break once and for al l
the dependence on outside forces.
know .

Will he?

We do not

Gossman states that "Moliere's comedy is a constant

unmasking o f imposture, a constant process of liberation
from the slavery and fear of illusion and falsehood" (24 0 41) .

It is interesting and potentially quite telling that

it is only in this final work that Moliere al lows his hero
the opportunity to actually attain that freedom.
Argan will not attain it.

Perhaps

Certainly, like Dom Juan and

13 9

Dandin, he does not see the error of his ways.

He does not

see through the illusions of his doctors' power nor does he
see through the illusion of the initiation ceremony.
What is present here, that is absent in the other plays, is
that shift of dependence, as he is closer to taking control
of his own life and well-being.

Without shattering his old

illusions regarding the competence of Purgon and company,
for Argan a new illusion is superimposed.

His iconization

of these doctors does not end, but shifts to the power of
the medical trappings he now possesses.
Sotenvilles and nobility his icons.

Dandin made the

While he became aware

of his failure to reach equality with his icons, they never
lost power for him, nor did the iconization shift onto
another object.

His locus of control, his point of

reference for defining who he was, remained firmly outside
of himself , in the hands of the Sotenvilles.
his own icon.

Dom Juan was

Much like the Sotenvilles, he did not

acknowledge any class or person or force superior to
himself.

His recognition and validation came from those

inferior to him, primarily from the ever-present
Sganarelle.

Yet again, in the end, he did not relinquish

one millimeter of control and his illusions of superiority
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held firm even· into death.

In the midst of al l of these

i l lusions and icons and struggles for freedom and control
is the theme of death, represented in three works in three
distinct ways.
In Dom Juan , we have l iteral death.

As in Tar t uffe, some

exterior force was needed to restore order.
sufficed to have the King suddenly intervene.

There it
However, Dom

Juan could be reigned in by no less than the powers of
Heaven and Hel l.

His death, his final punishment, was the

only way to restore moral order to the fictional world of
the play.

For a man who proudly broke al l moral

conventions and played by his own set of rules, it would
only be appropriate to end the play with such a startl ing
break from comic convention.

To end a comedy with a death,

and to show that death on stage -- something even tragedy
tried to avoid - - that is an end befitting such a character
as Dom Juan.
In George Dandin death is represented in the threat of
suicide of the title character.

The traditional comic

happy ending is heavi ly tempered by the unanswered

14 1

question:

does Dandin kill himself? The situation is

further muddied when the play is presented not as a
come die-ballet, its original form, but as a spoken comedy
without the ballet and musical intermedes.

The gaiety and

levity of the pastorale go a long way toward balancing the
otherwise oppressive mood of the comedy, particularly in
regards to the suicide threat.

Without the final

intermede, the audience is left with only Dandin's threat
hanging heavily in the air and no means by which to j udge
if the threat is to be taken seriously or not.

One must go

back and replay the piece in one's mind, searching for
hints and clues as to what the character might do .

One

must reach his or her own conclusion .

The third representation of death in Le Ma l a de imagina i re
is the very real threat of death to Argan.

Certainly here

death as a theme is more prevalent than in the other two
instances and is exami ned from different perspectives
within the play.

For example, there is Argan's fear of

death as the point of departure, the underlying current of
his hypochondria.
real .
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But despite his fear, the threat is

This leads to an exploration of the connections

betwe en de ath and medicine, and the idea that if one ' s
illness does not kill, certainly the doctor will.

The

threat becomes greater at the close of the play as Argan
believes himself to be a doctor.

The audience can only

imagine what lethal concoctions he will create for himself
in the name of healing.

Side by side with this physical

de ath is the connection between death a nd recognition.
Argan, like Dandin, has the burning need for attention, for
validation, that fuels his hypochondria.

In the opening

scene, he believes that he is ignored and abandoned.

This

lack of recognition and attention is a death in itself.
For Argan, such a de ath is to be avoided and feared every
bit as much as physical death.

As we have also se en, the fact that both George Dandin and

Le Ma l ade imagina ire are comedies- ball ets ma kes a
difference in how we approach these plays.

As a genre,

comedies-ballets were not as serious, often employing
pastoral themes in the intermedes -- George Dandin being
one of the best examples of this.

The frivolity of the

intermedes, whether it be pastoral themes of unre quited
love or, as in Le Ma lade imagina ire and Le Bourgeois
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gen t i lhomme, the ceremonies burlesques, added great levity
to the plays regardless of the play's action.

They also

served to temper heavier or potentially somber, even near
tragic themes.

Whatever the case, Moliere has this penchant for exploring
situations where opposites knit together, tragic and comic,
reality and il lusion, and of how and where these opposites
interplay and balance.

He has left today's audiences,

actors, scholars, and students a weal th of material and an
opportunity to explore these situations, both with him and
for ourselves.

There is within these works an invitation

to open our minds and appreciate all that comedy can be .
More specifically, these plays allow the discovery of the
comic wonder in the world, as well as in our illusions, and
the il lusions that others hol d as a source of ent ertainment
or ridicule.

Moliere entreats his audience to reali ze that

in the end, all of these elements are a part of life and
al l of life is grist for the comic mill .

Perhaps there is

a reminder in these potentially tragic elements to take the
laughter where we can .

But one must be careful not to look

for philosophical edicts in Moliere, lest we lose site of
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the one important fact.

These plays are the work of an

actor and director, a man whose goal was to put food on the
table and see that his troupe was successful.

That these

same works have produced libraries upon libraries of
criticism and scholarly works is a supreme testament to the
genius of the man - a genius we may never fully grasp, but
what fun we have trying.
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com.edie
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Princesse d ' Elide
L 'Amour medecin

cornedie

Pas tora l e comique
Le Si ci l i en , o u L ' Amour
pein tre
George Dandin with Grand
com.edie
di vert i ssemen t royal
( a l s o cal l ed Les Fes t es
de Versa i l l es )
Monsi eur de Pourcea ugn a c
cornedie
{ = Di vertissemen t de
Chambord)
Les Aman ts magnifi ques { =
com.edi e
Di vertissemen t royal )
cornedie-ba l l e t L e Bourgeoi s gen t i lhomme
{ with Ba l l e t des na tion s )
Psyche
t ragediebal let
La Comtesse d ' Esca rbagn a s
cornedie
( with L e Ba l l e t des
ba l le t s )
Les Fes tes de l ' Amour et
pa stora l e
de Bacch us
( pa s t i cci o )

pastora l e
com.edie

PRODUCTION
Date & Location
1 4 OCT 1 6 63 ; VERSAILLES
4 NOV 1 6 6 3 ; PALAI S ROYAL
2 9 JAN 1 6 6 4 ; LOUVRE
8 MAY 1 6 6 4 ; VERSAILLES
9 NOV 1 6 64 ; PALAI S ROYAL
1 5 SEPT 1 6 6 5 ; VERSAI LLES
22 SEPT 1 6 6 5 ; PALAI S ROYAL
5 JAN 1 6 6 7 ; SAINT-GERMAI N
1 0 FEB 1 6 67 ; SAI NT-GERMAIN
1 0 JUN 1 6 67 ; PALAIS ROYAL
1 8 JUL 1 6 68 ; VERSAI LLES
9 NOV 1 6 6 8 ; PALAI S ROYAL
6 OCT 1 6 6 9 ; CHAMBORD
1 5 NOV 1 6 6 9 ; PALAIS ROYAL
4 FEB 1 67 0 ; SAINT-GERMAIN
1 4 OCT 1 6 7 0 ; CHAMBORD
2 3 NOV 1 67 0 ; PALAI S ROYAL
1 7 JAN 1 67 1 ; TUI LERIES
2 DEC 1 67 1 ; SAINT-GERMAI N
8

JUL 1 67 2 ; PALAIS ROYAL

15 NOV 1 67 2 ; PARI S OPERA

36 Blom doe s not el aborate on how he di ffe rent iates the categories
' com.edi e ' and ' com.edi e-ba l l et ' . Several o f the wor ks cat e gori zed a s
' comedi e ' ( George Dandin, L e Maria ge force , etc . ) a r e in fact
comedies-bal lets .
37 Thes e are excerpted from Lull y' s works a s found in Grove ' s
Di cti onary of Musi c and Musi cians edited b y Eric Blom . Here included
are onl y those works on which Lul l y co l l aborated with Mol i e re . For the
complete l i st ing o f Lul l y' s wor ks , see vo lume 5 o f Grove ' s, page 4 2 5 26 .
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